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BATTLE WITH ICE
NO DOUBT DEFENSE
IN MISSISSIPPI
(WILL BE INSANITY

'TOBACCO GROWERS
AGREE TO BEHAVE

and a casual observer would have
been ,justified In inferring that it was Party of tiljg -Thrown From
Will Not Burn Each Other'S
desired that the Thaw party and the
Wrecked
Skiff
counsel for the defense should know
Barns Any More
that the actor was present.
To Evelyn Nesbit Thaw Jack Barrymore was an apparition and a me- Given Up foi.—Loit But Hold to FloatGet Together at Kuttawa and eAligal
ing Cakes and Finally Reach
nace—a warning and a threat.
Compact Not to Molest Anyone
e.
Shore.
In the days of her prosperity the
In or Out.
White Way %new • Jack and
T1iiyWüuTd1iveiyn as sweethearts. She had not
Asks Ta1sme
Thaw then.
Barrymore and White WOMAN
WITH BABY IN PARTY
Consider That Plea
FOUR INDEPENDENT DEALERS.
were friends, and the three met frequently at the mad, glad revels of the
roysterers.
Two Jurors Are Dismissed and No
After battling for hours amid
Barrymore passed out of her life
Members of the Dark Tobacco
Reason for Such Action Is
as Harry Kendall Thaw entered It whirling, grinding, cakes of ice, with
Growers' association and independVouchsafed.
and She knew him no more until to- nothing butt drift ice to support them.
ent tobacco dealers have effected a
day. What he knew isa secret which Jiin Sogy, -Mrs. Ida Lantioe and
compromise, and all is peace and
they share now with one another— child, with two male and one female
harmony in Lyon and Caldwell comaDistrict Attorney Jerome, locked in companion, were saved from a waties. Every resident in those counJACK BARRYMORE IS PRESENT.
whose safe 1-e a sworn statement tery grave in the Miseissippl river.
ties may now go to bed with no fear
which Barrymore has entrusted to Monday night. When they had been
of molestation from "night ricierfin!
Jerome's keeping—to be used if nec- anemit for hours the report of drownfor the loss of his barn, tobacco and
New York, Jan. 30.—All doubt essary,
ing was spread and alit hope for their
other property throngn incendiary,
that insanity will be the principal desafety was given up. On their reSecret Gnaws at Heart.
fires. Final adjustment was effected
fense of Harry Thaw was removed
And that is the tragedy of it. For porting at Kickliffe last night a naryesterday at Kuttawa, and the news
when Lawyer Delmas for the first the mission of Barrymore is one of rative of one of the most exciting of
will be received with pleasure genertime asked talesmen "Have you any waiting. His advent today was to flood experiences in Watery was eager
ally.
prejudice against the defense of in- warn Evelyn Nesbit that he 13 at ly furnished anxious listeners. The
Yesterday at Kuttawa the dark tO.
sanity?" .Talesmen were asked if hand and she must sit in the court PartY's escape was miraculous, albare° growers' delegates agreed to
they knew what insanity was.
room knowing his presence, with most i ntareditable.
see that no more lawlessness is perTwo Jurors Excused.
Sogy and party started in a skiff
their secret, whatever it may be,
petrated; that independent dealer's
The first big surprise of the trial gnawing at her heart.
from Fort Jefferson Mo., a few miles
are unmolested, and further that the
of Harry K. Thaw came today, when
She alone knows what he can tell below Veickliffe. The current in the
writing of anonymous letters, threatJustice Fitzgerald, on the motion of —she alone knows what of truth Mississippi was strong, °and
Sogy,
ening destruction of property if tee
with there may be in the story which he who was pulling, had e. hard time in
District Attorney Jerome and
SENATOR ROBERT MARION LA FOLLETTE OF WISCONSIN. 77110 IS FIGHTING
TO SAVE THE receiver does not join the dark growthe consent of the attorneys for the will tell-she and the district attor- keeping his little craft righted. The
GOVERNMENT COAL AND
LANDS.
ers' forces shall cease.
_
man accused for the murder of Stan- ney. Will he take the stand? He will fright of tube two women caused them
Senator La Follette has Introduced a bill providing that the rich coal 11,1 ,ineral lands
Independents and association men
of the government shall
ford White, announced that two of wait for Evelyn Nesbit Thaw to tes- unusual nervousness, and /silting to
never he disposed of, but developed and operated under lease from the go% ••rn merit
settled on this same basis in CaldThe bill is said to have won
the jurors selected in the early days tify. Then will he take the stand? keep the boat properly trimmed many
the approval of Preeldeut Roosevelt.
well county two weeks ago, but Lyon
of the proceedings would be excused Still he will wait and note what tes- a narrow escape from the crushing
county seemed to have been the hot
from further service.
to was made,
timony Evelyn Nesbit Thaw gives.
bed off the trouble and after several
"Without any reflection on the
When the little mat, passed the
Jack Barrymore's part in the tragfutile attempts a conference was held
jarymmi whatsoever," wed the Pre- edy waits on Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, up- middle of the river a large floe of
between
representatives of
both
siding judge, "Jurors Noe. 4 and 6 on whose lips may bang the fate
of ice was encountered. Sogy tried to
factions.
ek14 be excused."
her husband. And he sits and waits pull around it. It came crushing and
"We simply Informed the dark
'Phe men in question were Arthur In the trial chamber, while Jerome oh u ratn g down upon him before he
growers that if any further :awnesssuperintendent
of bee holds the written statement in his could escape. Closing In on his lase
S. 0a.mpbelii, a
ness developed, we would resort to
ANOTHER STORM.
ephqne construction, and Harold R. possession and Evelyu Thaw halts on the sides began to crush in, and the
the same method, and for every inMinneapolhi; Jan. 30.— DurValle, a printer and publisher of a the brink of the chasm with grief party was precipitated into the icy
dependent barn burned, we would
ing the past 24 hours another
painehlet circular in Wall street.
waters.
Regular Order of Business by burn ten association
Neither the City nor County owe
s
and despair in her heart.
barns," a well
swept
Dastorm
north
has
014nging desperately to a floating
When the excused juorors left the
Lower Board, Which Must known Kuttawa tobacco man steeled.
Board of Health Will Longer kota end Minnesota. The snow
of timber Mrs. Landoe heed her
court room they were besieged
by
"This had the desired effect. They
sad fuel fatnine in the
• • y above the Water with her (Requestioners. Me. Faire created a
Sutter Pwitreouce of Slaughter blockade
Reconsider Everyone Passed realized we could play the game a*
northwest
continues
arar
Wier
engage'. arm until Sogy 'Swam to her
mild sensation in the corridore when
well as they, and an agreement was
seems remote. Along the Great
by It in January
houses Under Conditions
to take the e`trikl. lee and Heaving
helaseerted with positiveness that he
easily reached yesterday. We now,
Northern
and
Northern
Pacific
driftwood offered support, and
by
we uterly in ignonance of any raison
have doing business in our town four
roads many trains are stalled
hard work the party gradually workwhy eas should be asked to step down.
firms. They are E. J. O'Brien
unable
and
to
&
for
several
move
ed nearer the Kentucky shore, but BUTtlHERS IN A PREDICAMENT.
LIBRARY ASSLI4SNIENT IS PAID.
Mr. Campbell, the second of the
Co., Paducah; Smith & Anderson,
hour*.
all
the
time
being
whirled
miles
down
excused jurors, declared he "had too
Clarksville; A. B. Jarvis, HenderSt. Petersburg. Jan. 30.—Gover- the river wlth the swift current.
much respect for the court to give an
son, and the association. The Dark
nor Guidema of the political prison
STATE TAKES HAND.
They
landed
treverel
miles
below
In
Sialsxmkeepers, who have been Tobacco Growers' association and
With the attitude of the county
at Basil Island, was assassinated on Fort Jefferson and wandered into the
Springfield, III., Jan. 30.--SaJustice Fitzgerald announced today the main meeet
more
housslaughter
agitated over the license ques- barns have tobacco. barns in Kuttahealth
that
board
of
hxins which sprang up. about
of the island today. woods, weak and cold.
After an
be would permie no more sketching The prison
tion in Paducah this month than for wa, and the other two firms will load
Fort Sheridan when the army
warden, who attempted hour's search they found a farm es shall not be allowed in the county
of the principals. Harry C. Brealy. to
many a day, will go through the mills at the railroad."
canteen was abolished are Marrest toe assassin, was fatally house where shelter for the night was outside Paducah and the ultimatum
'advertising agent, was selected as the shot. The terrorist
of the board of councilmen again on
t:sated by a bill introduced in
escaped. An 18- (secured. Tlhe next morning, after of the city board of health that
tenth juror. He takes the place of year-old boy
Monday
gtat, when t he matter w I
the house. It places a prohibidressed as a working- thoroughly drying their clothes, they slaughter houses must get outside the
Harold Faire, excused yesterday.
come up in the regular ceder of
tion zone of four nines wide
man, was the perpetrator.
started for IA'acklIffe, arrriving east city limits, the butchers of Paducah
Justice Fitzgerald has ordered a
business. The lower board Passed
and McCracken are "twixt the devil
about every army poet In the
night,
new panel of 100 men to eeport tothe license once, but a dercretrauey in
sea."
blue
deep
the
and
home
every
for
state
disaand
persons
saw the unfortunINDIANS MAY SELL
morrow. Two jurors renvained to be
the on-dimanoe was afterwards disPresident H. T. Rivers of the
bled volunteer veterans.
ate party start and saw the boat dischosen when court recessed at 1
covered, and that being remedied.
that
said
health
of
board
County
appear.
It
was
prmmined
the entire
Restrictions on
Apportionment o
o'elock.
ere six months' licenses must be inparty was Wet and reports to thee ef- slaughter houses would be as objecTWO-CENT FARE.
Land Removed.
troduced again. The adrierinen will
tionable to the residents of toe counJack Barrymore Witness.
middlein,reed
fect
and
caused
Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 30.—
a genWashington, 1), C., Jan. 30.— A
-Washington, D. C., Jan. 30.—One
take them up the Thursday followty as to the residents of the city so
An interested spectator of the afalarm.
The two-cent pan/tenger fare bill
site for the new postofilee at Mayfield,
of the most important provisions ad- eral
ing.
This
throws
business
the
into
long as the slaughter houses are opternoon proceedings was "Jack" Barpassed the /sate senate today
Ky., the treasury department has
ded to the Indian appropriation bill
erated as they are in Paducah. In
rymore, the actor. He came to the
aFebruary when at should have been purchased the lot on
vote..
dissenting
only
with
which stands
by the senate committee on Indian
attended
to
In
January,
but
slaugater
houses
that is
void weather the
court room with Detective- Flood, of
The bill applies on all ruilreade
the Christian church. The price eels
affairs, reported today, says that afnot the fault of the saloonkeepers.
are not so inimical to health, but in
the district attorney's office and it
over et/ miles in length. The
$7,000.
ter July 1, 1907, all restrictions upOther licenses must all be paid by
the summer the flies are attracted in
can be stated that under certain cirnow
the
goes
goverto
measure
on leasing Indian lands shall be rethousands and the absence of sanitomorrow night, to avoid the ten per
cumstances he will be a witness for
nor for his approval.
TO SETTLE tkOS.
moved. This is proposed to take tne
TS.
tary sewers from most if not all of
cent penalty. A great many people
the prosescution. Barrymore was very
place of the existing law which prothem
have been deferring the paying of lithe slaughter nousi:s, make
well acquainted with Evelyn Nesbit
GRAIN MARKET.
.1ttachment Piqued Against Rafts In
hibits Indians from selling or mortdangerously unsanitary.
censes until the lest moment in orat the time Stanford White made her
Cincinnati, Jan. 30.—Wiwat, 774
gaging any lands aliotted to them
Clark's River.
In regard to the action of the city
The up-shot of the situation causder to have the use of the money as
acquaintance -and is familiar with the
'corn, 4311; oats, 49.
for a period of 25 years.
attitude
of
determined
the
board
of
long
health
as
in directing Count,' ed by
potelhka and -am usual many
eircumstances under which the archiDeputy eheriff Clarkereerterin yesof them will forget until they are
Health Officer DT, P. H. Stewart, to both boards probably will be a centect came to know the chorus girl.
DISSOLVE
terday levied on two rafts belonging
PARTNERSHIP.
Sorry,
Sweitenham
Is
controlled
abatmunicipally
have
certain
baled
tral
a
and
cleaned
dairy
before
yard
the ordinance court arid
up.
Should any attempt be made on the
to Hoary Karksey at the mouth of
London, Jan. 30.-- The Kingston President Rieere, of tire county board toir where all cattle slaughtered in
iti[namely dealt with.
part of the defense to introduce tesBernard
&
Cooper
Dairy
Move
Will
Clark's river. A. C. Shelton and
by does not believe that It comes under the city and county will be brought
timony regarding White's acquaint- (tickle,* hate been finally closed
The Library Fund.
to New Location.
wife secured a judgment in circuit
formally
withSwetenbern
Governor
his jurisdiction. The county health for that purpose. In tnat event adeance with Evelyn Nesbit that would
What appears to have been a gen- nowt for
$150 agatviatt Kirksey for
tend to blacken the late architect's drawing his letter to firer Admiral officer can order any barnyard which quate Inspection can ee made under
eral mleunderstanding resulted in the debt,
dairymen,
Bernard
are
&
bet
Cooper,
eound
no property, The
expressing
regret
for
his
Davis
and
It is practically
I. in such a condition, as a barnyard. present conditions,
memory it Is believed that the actor
today winding up the affairs of their alsrary apportionment *being $4.000. judgment wee lost, and only the recthee It is unsanitary, cleaned up; but Impossible for one inspector to inwill be put on the stand as a wit- having written it.
dairy partnership. Mr. Bernard will as It was last year, instead of $3,500 ord of the costs could he found Shedness in rebuttal.
he ties no authority to regulate the spect all the meat after it is slaughnot engage In it In the future. Mr as the lower board of the general ton desires that the raft be *old to
milk supply conditions. A barnyard tered, and as for inspecting It beCrowds Witneas Departure.
Mr. Barrymore and the detective
(-ounce had it, or $4,500 as the finsmeary the costs amounting to $81,
Cooper will seek another location
sat well back In the court room beSt. Petersburg, Jan. 30 --George might be up to the county hotted of fore it is slaughtered, It Is out of
ance committee of the board of alderRoss & Temple elect took out an
around Paducah.
etle the eivisie that led to the main von L. Meyer, retiring ambassador of health's regulations as a barnyard. the question.
nnen had it. Preskient Bagby, of the attachment
against Kirksey's raft*
entrance. After court had adjourned the United States, left here today for and yet be in a condition that would
library board, asked for $4,5410, con- to
metle a note for $25.
NEW SWEDISH ENVOY IS NAMED
toe pair kept their seats until the Berlin. A large crowd gathered at the be unsanitary for a dairy. He thinks
SPECIAL.
COMES ON
templating the street assessment for
court room was pretty nearly empty railroad station dr bid him farewell. that the plate mentioned probably I
the paving of Broadway and Ninth
ipointed MinH. L. F. Lagercrantz
MEDICAL SOCIETY
no worse than a hundred barnyarde Marie* B. Hanford Misted Conner.
street. But the city is paying for
ister (0 United States.
in the county and that the city milk
this work, amounting to some $600
Sons at Fulton This Morning.
Fields Interesting Session in Dr. Red.
inspector and health Miller should
Rios IsholM, Jan. 20.—H. i. F. La- It Is leasable that the city will be
diek's Office,
look after the conditions as a dairy
After his long trip from Greenville, gercrantz haat been appointed minis- ealled on to look after the paving of
the
alley
between the Carnegie bulk)
Miss., Charles B. Hanford with his ter of Sweden to the United States.
Last night the McCracken County
'ng and Grans Episcopal ohurch.
ASSIGNS.
rompany and baggage, missed conMedical not-tory met in the office of
nections at Fulton this morning, and
Female Suffrage Bill.
Ile J. T. Reddick with a large atAfter leering one witness in the are- marehatilng fortes to fight this R. 0. Broadway Asks for Receiver was compelled te secure a special
Abolish Capital Punishment.
Indianapolis, In., Jan. 30.— The
tendance. Or, Reddick read a paper
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 30--A bill to on "Pleurisy,"
for
Stock.
train to reach Paducah to fill his en- bill introduced by Senator CavIns,of
ease against Theodore peters, charg- case, bemuse the blest nes! Is alleged
and Dr C. H Brothgagement tonight. Mr. Hanford )(sc- Terre Haute to give women the right abolish capital punishment passed ere spoke on "Sevorrhae." Tho
ed with selling liquor without a li- to he conducted at 1040 Broadway,
next
to vote in all city and town @Irons. the senate today and now goes to the meeting wilt be held. Tuesday night
cense, epeeist POliee Judge J. S. Roes where hundreds of school children
R. 0. Broadway; deuggist at Elev- ared at the High school today.
In the state was reported for Den- governor to signature.
continued the ease untie more wit- pass every day.
enth and Jackson ettreets, flied a deed
In the ()Mee of Dr. J. 0. Brooks. He
sage today by the committee on elecDemme could be,wecured. J. N. Ferguof assignment to °sell Reed thie JUDGE CROSS TO JOIN
wlei teeter, and Dr. H. P. Slots
.seessoss.
oso•
street.,
mono) of 1334 South Shea
morning. The deed states that he Is
CHORITS OF nExEntrrs tions in the senate. The bill also
will speak on "Tuberculode
makes women eligible to hold offices
ewer, diet he went to the Peters sallinable to meet his debts and deals-em'
ails."
•
There is (rely one kind of a
loon Mat Sunday aid bought a half
the stock tio be sold as early as pos.
Pollee Judge D. A. Cross left this In cities and townie
a pint of whisky paying lee &nes.
eewepaper circulation statement
WE.‘THER — Partly cloud,
Attorney Tom
that tits creditor* be settled with morning with City
Harry Allen Dies Suddenly.
and decidedly eolder omiglit and
"Russian Lima" Accepts.
After blairvidelice waa heard the owes
oti the beat basis possible. No ached. Harrison for Baker's Station, Ky..
that in worth any aanakbreation
Leavenwortn, Katt., Jan. 30.---/Tat.
Thursday cold Uas-41. The highwas continued.
/Cannot Cite', Jan. 3.0. 1 kW kenFerguson
stated
and that Is the daily detailed
ule of ;mots and ilabilsklea was flied where Judge Cross will marry Miss
my Allen, who was prominent In the
est temperature yeeterday, 44;
statement. The Run Is the only
that he way sent to nhe *idiom' by the
Irma Millen tonight. Tney will ar- sehroldrt's Manager has accepted the
movement to make Kantrati a free
raulneah paper printing etch
krioett today, 3:1.
Rev. Calvin Thompoon, pastor of the
ImmIgration Station at New Orleans. rive In Psdneah tomorrow afternoon offer tit a match with Frank Hutch in
state, died suddenly at the National
Mats-meat.
First .Baptist church, who he* bnet
Washington, Jan. 34. The mediate and will probably gOt. to St. Louis Kansas Oily in May next for a Parse
Soldiers' Home near here today. In
an Itetive.fighter for the cetine of tern
today passed a Irlit to eatalatish an im/ for a few days, City Attorney Harri- of $14,404 and for the world's ehomthe early days be was a member cot
Monett*, winner to take 75 per cent.
workers
vermin,. The temprance
migration station in New Orleans.
son will act as beat ipan
the Kansas legislature.

THAW'S COUNSEL r
LETS OUT FACTS

o'

Municipal Abattoir is Expected to
SALOON
Result From the Present Situation

LICENSES
COME UP MONDAY

N

ANOTIIVA MURDERBY TERRORISTS

•

POSTOFFICE SITE
AT MAYFIELD, KY.

HEALTH BOARDS
CLASH ON POINTS

Theo Peters Liquor Selling Case
Continued in Police Court Today

ev

ort,e,

riegetrr

Tat r_oyt.cAri EVENIYA

t4fi

THREE EPOCHS IN
BROWNING'S BATS SAW SILHOUETTE
A WOMAN'S LIFE WERE HIS MASCOTS ON OFFICE DOOR
tieorge Dovey Tells Anecdotes Dr. Feist Diu Not Deny
Emof Great Hitter
bracing Mrs. Mangrum

Sore Head, Sore Nose, Sore Throat, Sore Lips, Sore
Face,
Sore Chest, Sore Muscles, Sore Back, Neuralgia?

Former Paducah Player Who Has
His Trial on Charge of Wurdeing the
Broken Into Magnate Class—
Wonian, Whose Body Floated
Owns Ii.eton.
Down Ohio River.

WELL

EnjUiPPED

FOR

SIN115,. THSTIMoNV

OF

Catarrh, Fever Blisters,
Sore Joints, Sore Feet,
Frost Bites, Soft Corns?

PROSECUTION.

Muscular
Rheumatism?

George Dovey, new owner of the
leash vi lie, Tease, Jan. 30.—Hee rBoston Naticaital League club, is wetli ing of
MRS. GEORGE WALTERS
evidence against Dr. Feist in,
Swellings
ashealthy a child
canround anywhere. fitted for les new poeition ft past ex- the Mr10. Rona Mangrum murde case
and
r
Lydia E. Pinkharu's Vegetable Compo
perience counts for anything. Not
was respmed in criminal court thee
is a bleesiag.to all expectant mothers." und
Mrs, Elva Barber Edwards, of only has Dovey aiguai experience as westing. Mrs. Mangruni was mura beet player in professional tem- dered in Nashe
Cathlaimet, Wash.,rites:
le. It hi believed, and
pane but he sew know% a theng er her
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
body thrown Into the Cumberland
el want to tell you how Lydia E. Pink- two about dealing with playe
rs in a ever. It was rem:Peered at Clair°. Dehates Vegetable Compound carried me
financial way, and
through the critical period of the Chang
his oonneetion tectives at first ethought the
e of
murder
Life without any trouble whatever,
with the street car building comp
any was col:duetted at Peduesh.
cured rue of a very severe female weaknealso
ss. eas given him,
an excellent insight
I cannot bay enough in praise of what your
Dr. W. N. Holm"; was called for
Unequaled after Shaving. Satisfaction
medicine has done for me."
into the fina.ncee sicie of the besetrall
guaranteed or money refunded.
the state, His officer wee in -the Wil25 cents,S0 cents. and .00.
What Lydia E. Pinkhanees Vegetable genie in genenah With
en me:zees.
these
advae
t- cox building.
Witness was cu the
Compoural did for Mrs: Walters and
Mrs. Edwards it will do for other wo- ages he stares out as well equipped same floor with Dr. Feist. He knee
men in their condition. Every suf- as any of the owners who have brok- Mee. Roea Mangrum:
bed seen her go
fering woman in the United States en into the game in -recent years.
into Dr. Feisre, office fifty times, peris asked to accept the following inBoth George Dovey and his brother hap.
vitation. It ea free. ,will bring you
At one time be saw a slebenWilliam; the latter now ehe secretary
health and may save your life,
(rite or shadow on the door. It was
,of the Boston dub, know baseba
Mrs. Plakkales Imitation to Women.
ll late, about 5 o'clock. He maw the
front a player's point of view. Ekeh
shadow of rhe alhouette on the door.
Women suffering from any form of
hie Paduole club, back He recognized the
female' weakness are invited to played wfrt
l'art
parties as Dr.
promptly communicate with Mas. in the time when Chris Von der
Mae Feist and Mrs. Mangrum. T
were
Pinkham, at Lynn. Mass. From the was wirini
AT THE KENTUCKY.
ng pennants with time embracing and
"Most Physics are Dangerous." A good
symptoms given, the trouble may be
kissing lsaeslostely. Wednesday Night
, Charles B. Rand.
doctor is particular about the medici
management of Witness told Dr. Feet next
located and the quickest and surest 13rownaittruler the
nes he
day to be
ford, in "Julies Caesar."
prescribes, and, therefore, he never allows
way of recovery advieed. Out of her Cherie* Comeekey. George did not
his
careful when he did such things and
vast volumt of experience in treating stay with the
patien
t
to
take any physic that makes him
game as long as his get back of the light,
Dr, Feist said
female ills Mrs. Pinkliam probably
weak. A physic that leaves one weak
brother, as he remained behel
"Julius Caesar" Tonight.
does
d in "By -God he did not deny, doing it."
has the very knowledge that will
great harm to the muscles lying along
The names of Bomb and Barre
help your case. Her advice is free Louisville in order to take care . of Witness saw Mrs. Mang
the
tt
rum come out
walls
of the stomach, bowels and intestines.
and helpful.
the cote business the two were
will always linger in the affections
inter- of the building shortly afterwards.
Such a physic so shocks the muscles that
During its long record of more than thirty years long list
they
of ested in. William, or as be was more Dr. Feist Visited Mien. Mangrum. and admiration of the American pubactual cures, entitles Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetableits
cannot soon recover their strength and
famili
arly
1k.
known
They
there,
are
Comp
still
"Bik
ound
remembered as
e played with
to
M1,11. Oak* Guile= was etext calied
the respect and confidence of every fair minded person.
fore a case of constipation is developed.
The Browne, and in his day he ,
The
walf IVY the etate. -Mrs. Mantle Cullom tbe greatest expononte of certain
bowels must be cleansed again before
Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable Compound Makes
the
Sick Women Well. considered a high'-cease Infielder. Was her mother. She assisted her roles wevee rank -among the dramas , muscles have
regained sufficient strengt4 to do
George might aloe have pLayed
in St. mother in coneeeterg a boarding most neb:e eberacterizaticus. In adso voluntarily, and so another and
Louis, but of that later on.
stronger
house on High and Union. Mr. and dition to 'the int•eree which' always
dose of the physic must betaken. This
forms
George was mixed up in baseba
at-ac
hes to one of Charles B. Hanll Yrs. Mangrum boarded there two
what is known as the "Physic Habit."
deals ae far hack as the Brotherbom
ford's
repre
senta
tions
of
gitem
ate'l
i Years. Dr. leeet visited Mrs Mandays, and if the two leagues ever
cliema there is especial intereetrin
go grum at their hoerding house many
to war again Dovey should
work this season, owing to the fact
be one of times.. Mrs. Mangrum said every
day that
is a safe physic because it so strengthens
his production of "Julius CaeWILL GIVE UNIQUE AND DE- the National Teague war cabinet.
the
she was going to Dr. Feet's office to
bowel muscles that they can perfor
Dovey knew Pete Browning,
m their
LIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT.
the take treatment. When she was sick sar" w-in be in effect WA amplificafuncti
ons without any further aid. This great
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- Burns, Cuts, Sprains, Bruises,

MRS. ELVA BARBER EDWARDS
There are three critical &tiles in a
woman's life which leave their mark
in her career. The first of these stages
is womanhood,or the change from a
care free girl to budding womanhood,
The second. is • motherieed, and the
third is Change of Life.
,Perils surround each of these stages,
and moat of the misery that comes
to women through ill health dates
from one oet another of these importame crises.
Women should remember that Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
made from native toots and herbs has
carried thousands of young girls over
the critical period of puberty, hes
prepared mothers for childbirth, and
In later years carried them safely
through the change of life more bUCeessfulty than any other remedy in
the world. Thousands of testimonials
from grateful persons. two of which
are here published, substantiate this
fact beyond contradiction.
Mrs. George Walters of Woodlawn,
Ill, writes t
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
"I feel it my duty to tell you of the good
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Wisdom me in preparing for childbirth.
After altering and iseng my children a
friend advised me to try your valuable men.
deem and the remit was that I had very
Kees isoonvealessce, a quick recovery and
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Inflammations? Use

It Cools, It Soothes, It Cures.

This is what the am
---- doctor said

THEATRICAL NOTES

1

JUNIOR GUILD

Dr.Caldwellk Syrup Pepsin

Lot Prices in Dental Work Until
April lst,

Dr. King Brooks

Hotel Marlboroug

4

J

CbeKentucky

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY

V

TO=NIGHT
CHARLES B. HANFORD
Accompanied by

MISS MARIE DROFNAH
In a

Notable Prodadion of

Julius Caesar
40 People in the Cast 40
•

A Carload of Special
Scenery.
Prices: 211, $5, KO, 75, $1 and $1.50

Free
yourself born the
most overbearing trust
in the world by using
HI-LO Baking Powder.
One heaping teaspoonful into • quart of flour
will assure you of it,
goodness.
A TEArr.
Into one quart al lioutt
knvad •heaping teatirt,onIat
oil HI LO; into anotheremotel
the a0n0 ltout.koe.d the other
kind bake aide by wide in the
.me pan and convince younke/1
that HI-LO Is true to its name.
II rah avadka•-lew price- veer
•I, ••••••,t prir•. A DIME A
POUND At piur ayeret'a.

CONTINENTAL 1111111O POWN1
Mena
IIIINTO , • eel

"Why did you dismiss that
employe?" asked one railway
official.
"He became innoyinge answe
red the
other; "be insisted on trying to figure
Olt how much we could save by
eioneznisIng on wreckage* instea
d of on
tier payroll ot signal opera
tors."-Washingted Star.
Premiere the value of teen()
have
been won in English army
shooting
by three brothers named
King, Thom
as alone has won 400. while
his two
brothers nave each represented
England In intereational matches.
Every effort" possible is
being
Made to use native 'immix fOg flee
In
building the railways in the Philip
-.

suss.

reidieeke

Are
You
Happy
WRITE US FREELY

and frankly, in strictest cenfiernee, telling
all your
beetles, and listing your age. We will
send you
MEE ADVICC,in plain sealed envelope,
and a valuable hi-peg" book OS "Bowe Treatment for Women
."
Address: Like Advieory Deportment, The
onetarromea
Chattannoga, Tenn.
sp

The Dark Side

called complete

happy!

without health, sifld

Happiness cannot be
health is best obtained by

l'F" CARD

Woman's
Relief

which has made many thousands
happy In restored health and strength.
"The doctors
said I had nervous prostr
ation, but gave me no relief," Writes
Lizzie
Matth
ews, of Mt.
Vernon, Ga. "I was sick for nine
years. I could Hardly eat and
could
not
sleep. My
back and hips act.ed, I was
very Irregular and would have to
stay In bed two or three
days
I have used 3 bottles of Cardu
i, and now I can say that my health
le better than
for the past nine years."
Cardul relieves pain. regulates fitful
functions, strengthens
your weakest organs, makes
you well and HAPPY. Try it.

At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottle

s

•
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Mark Twain On the Lincoln Farm

THE PADITCAll EVENING SUN.

PAGE THREE.

WARM CLOTH MADE APPORTOINMENTS
FROM PINE TREES

gudq,9hillip8 `do.

ORDINANCE PASSED ON BOTH
There ,s a natural human instinct oriel to the great citizen
READINGS BY ALDERMEN.
who was
that is gratified by the eight of any- norm there.
thing hallowed by association with a
The farm is ideal for such a pur- The Pilire of Pine Needle Spun
219-223 BROADWAY
great man or with great deeds. So pose. Consisting of
4:me hundred and
to Itesnible Wool
Sesskin Was Brief and Ha
ions—
People make pilgrimages to the town ten acres in the rolling
blue grass reAlton Interest Claim 4.4 Former
whose streets were once trodden by 'ion of Larue
county, Kentucky, It
Bond Issues.
Shakespeare, and Hartford guarded is eroseed by a
picturesque stream,
Woven Into Material That Is Used to
her Charter Oak for centuries be- has many shady
groves, and
posMake Blankets and
cense it had (once had -"a hole in it sesses the famous
rock spring near
that helped to save the liberties of a which it is propose
The special meeting of the board
d that the Lincoln
colony. But in most cases the con- statue tniall be
of aldermen lest night was brief,
erected. But a short
nection between the great man or ilseanee away, along
lasting only long enough to give two
the turnpike,
the great event and the relic we stande the old mill
roacEng
s to the apportionment ordiwhere Lincoln PINE MEDICATES THE CLOTH'
nance and to further instruct City
revere is accidental. Shakespeare used to go with his
father, the boy
Solicitor James CampbeR, Jr., to at
might have lived in another town
once proceed to test the ralid4ty of
as well as in Stratford, and ConnectiIn Germany an Sweden the great the charter amendment
cut's charter might have been hidden
provicking for
Pine forests furnish not only timber thirty pollee.
in a woodchuck hole as well as in the
and medicine, but cloth as welt. The
Interest on $200,0110 street and
Charier Oak. But it was no accideni
Pine leaves are treated witn a solu- hospitnl bonds, and $ I 50,tina
that planted Lincoln on a Kentucky
raelneed
tion of soda and the fiber applied to bonds wee aliewed.
form, half-way between the lakes ani
textile purposes under the name of
the gulf. The association there had
"Wald Wolle," or forest w00. it
eubetence in it. Lincoln belonged
has some resemblance to coarse wool
just where he was put. If the Union
and is spun and woven into blankets
was to be saved, it had to be a man
and garments that are said to be
of such an origin that should save it
warm and durable. The Pine mediNo wintry New Englaan
Brahmit
Night Riders at Work.
cates the cloth so perfectly that erupcould have done It, or any torrid cotCadiz, K)., Jan. 30.—Night ridtions
and
skin
disease
s
are unknown ers
ton-planter regarding the distant
have visited the barns of several
to the wearer.
Yankee as a species of obnoxious'forfarmers in Trigg county. L. A. MilTne
medicin
al
propert
ies of the
eigner. It needed a men of the-Borler, a member of the association. hal
Pines are known throughout the
der where civil war meant the grap
sold
a crop under the "Cadiz agreeWorld. An eminent authority
on ment." Several
pie of brother with brother and tills
hundred pounds of
disease
s
of
the throat and lungs, esunion a raw and gaping wound. I
this tobacco was thrown out in the
tablish
ed
camp
a
for
consump
tives
in
needed one who knew slavery no.
the Pine Woods of Maine and male snow and more scattered about in
from books only, but as a
so many remarkable cures that his the barn. A man named Pinkerton,
thing, knew the good that was mixed
near Cadiz, and another named Hawtreatment attracted great attention
with its evil, and knew the eviL not
kins, on Cerulean Springs road, and
from the medical world. His methmerely as it affected the negroes, but
ods were indorsed by the highest several others were given similar
in its hardly less baleful influence eated astride a sack of corn on the
hostile visits. A part of Hawkins' toauthorities. The treatment was very
upon the poor whites. It needed one iroad back of the old mare. When
bacco was thrown in a pond and desimple,
consist
he
ing
park is developed it is said that
of open air exerwho knew how human all the parties
stroyed. Threatening notes were left
& Nashville railroad cise deep breathing and nourishing warning the
to the quarrel were, how much alike he haulseine
parties to put their crops
food. Every four hours the patient
they were at bottom, who saw them wed establieh a branch terminal near
in association at once. L. A. Miller
was given one teaspoonful of a mixall reflected in himself, and felt their the entrance.
was here to secure a release from a
The plan of the Lincoln Farm asso- ture of the Pure Virgin Oil from toe
diseensions like the tearing apart of
sale contract with the Imperial ToWhite Pine Trees combined
with bacco compan
his own Soul. When the war came ciation is very simple, and seems to
y as a result of
have been inspired by a profound be- Whisky and Glycerine, in the followthreats made.
ing
proportion:
lief in the individual patriotism of
Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure) % oz.
American men and women. Instead
Hopkins for Low Fare,
Glycerine
of appealing to a wealthy few to curMadisonville, Jan. 30.—The DemoWhiskey
ry out the work, the association has
cratic committee 'of Hopkins county
This treatment strengthened the
given its eat's* to the whole people.
has met and called a primary to be
a5..klng "every man, woman and child lungs ard healed the bronchial tubes. held on May 13,
to nominate a canIt
is
claiglie
d that this treatment will
in whose 'heart is the love o'f country
didate for representative. At the
and a reverence for the memory of break a cold in twenty-four hours meeting the followi
ng resolutions
Lincoln' to become a member. Each and cure any cough that is curabre. were adopted: Pledge
to voters of
member is called upon to contribute The Ingrediants can be secured from Hopkins county that
said nominee, it
any
good
prescri
ption druggist at elected
whatever amount he or she wishes.
, will vote and work to farce
provided it is net aisa than twenty- small, cost and can be easily mixed railroad companies of
Kentucky to
in
your
own
'home.
five cents or more than twenty-five
only charge two cents per Mile for
Inquiry at the preecriptien departdelare, and to every member is !ariding on passenger trains in Kenrmee a large, handsomely engrave ment of one of toe leading druggists tucky. Pledge said nominee, if
d elicited the
electinformation that virgin ed,
certificate of membership, bearing the
to vote for and use all honorable
Oil of Pire (Pure) is put up only in
seal of the association, with the automeans to nave laws passed to prehalf-ounce vials for dispensing. Each
By permission
graphs of the officers ant trustees.
vent
railroad companies from dis"MoChinfa"
vial is securely sealed in a round
The name of the member is then encriminating against small shippers.
Abraham Lincoln
wooden case, with engraved wrapper
tered in the permanent catalog, which
We further pledge said nominee, if
with the name—"Virgin 011 of Pine
is to be kept forever in a
elected, to 'vote for and try to have
Place of (Pure)"—plainly printed
thereon. laws passed forcing
Georgia sent an army in gray and honor in the Historical building to he
railroad compaThere are many rank imitations of
Massachusetts an army in blue, but erected at the Perk. Thus the funds
nies in Kentucky to accept and hanVirgin Oil of Pine (Purel, watch are
dle all freight offered them without
Kentucky raised armies for both are being raised by popula4 memberbeing put out under various names,
delay.
sides. And this mime sprung from ship subscriptions, and already the
such as Concentrated Oil of Pine,
southern poor whites born on a Ken- names are coming in by hundreds
Pine Balsam etc. Never accept these
tucky farm and traasplanted to an from every state in the Union, more
Attached Tombstones.
as a substisute for the Pure Virgin
Iklinois village, this man, in whose than fifteen thousand having joined
Hopkinsville, Jan. 30.— A judgOil of Pine, as they will invariably
heart knowtledge and charity had ;eft before November 1. The labor unions,
produce nausea and never effect the ment has been rendered in the counno room for malice, was marked by fraternal orders, historical societies.
ty court in favor of Wells Brothers
desired 'results.
Providence as the one to "bind up women's clubs and organizations of
against D. M. ,Boyd for $85.25 and
the nation's wounds." His birthplace all sorts have pledged themselves to
Most of us would hold hamenean to satisfy the judgment the sale is
spread the work during the coming
is worth saying.
longer if we only , knew bow to take ordered of a tombstone now marking
winter, and seventv-ftve pee cent of
the last resting place of four memhold of it when we had found it.
bers of the Boyd family in the neighThe above article by the great the daily newspapers, recognizing the
borhood burying ground near Kelley.
American author and humorist Mark broadly democratic spirit and typical
The links for the cables of newest
The tombstone Is described as of
Twain, refers to the movement on Americanism of the movement, have ocean greyhounds weigh
150 pounds
"Whitley granite, 4 feet tall, 38 inchf re to make of the Lincoln birth- promised to give the tremendous each.
weight
of
publicit
es thick." Four footstones are also
y to it.
,)ace farm a national perk of patriotThe officers anti board of trustees
,!deluded M the order of sale. When
ConelderIng the preservation of
GOOD WORK
the sale of the tombstone was made
M unt Vernon, the Washington mon- of the Lincoln Farm (1630Ciation,
a lien was retained on the monuument the classic tomb of Grant, and which has its offices at 74 Broadway, Done
Daily in Paducah—Many ('el- ment
and upon the alleged failure of
the score of other memorials to tester Now York, City, are as follows:
mats Tell of It.
the purchaner to fulfill his obligaJoseph W. Folk, leesirie;t , goverheroes of our republic, it is rea%y a
Nearly every reader nag heard of tion
on it the suit was brougat and
remarkable Instance of natienTat nil-E- nor of Missouri; Joseph H. Chtette, Doan's 'Kidne
y Pills. Their good judgment rendere
d.
lect that mor than forty Years should -ax-ambassador to En glanft ;
Hever work 1-n Paduca
h still continues, and
Watterenn,
'editor of
Louisville our citizens
are constantly adding en"Courier-Journal;" Cardinal GibGang in the Saddle.
dorsement by public testimony. No
Lexington, 1<.. Jan. 30.— Wale
bons, archbishop of Aaltimore; Edbetter proof of merit can be had than
Vlley, manager . of the mayoralty
ward M. Shepard, lawyer and autoe experience of friends and neighcampaign of J. Tells WIlkerion, rethor; August Delmont, director
of bors.. Read this ease;
ATLANTA REFORMING.
fused to serve on a committee of
LoutrviQe & Nashville R..5.; Horace
Dissipating Rig Fortunes.
B. C. Jones, of Newbern. Livingsthe city Democratic committee to reIt will have to lie allowed that
Porter, ex-ambaesador to
France; ton county. Ky.. writes: "I
hen back- ceive and count the votes cast in the Indictments Are Returned Against there is point
Wiliam Tri'vers Jerome, district atas well as pungency
AND
THE
ache for seven years and I sought for
Alleged Bucket Shops.
to president Ingalls' contention that
primary electipn for municipal offitorney* of New .York County; Jenkin
a long time something to check the
cers
the surest and quickest way to dishere February 7. Mr. Viley said
Lloyd Jones. director Lincoln Centre,
excessive flow of the kisiaey secreACants, Ga., Jan. 25—The Fulton tribute and dissipa
Wt"
the members of the committee apChicago; Charles A. Towne, congres
te big fortunes is
s- tions, but found no. relief.
I was pointed with nim to perfect a list county grand limy- today returned in- to bequeath them to
man from New York; William
extrava
gant
and
H weak, had the backache all day and
of election entrees had been "brutal dictments against the manager's and Silly heirs —Boston Herald.
Taft, secretary of wee; Lyman
•
J. night for 40 years. I could not sleep
and unfair': in their treatment of empleyes of the board of trade, the
Gage, exesecretary of treasury; Nor,.. CNSUMPTION
Pdce
well and was about giving up all
commer
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cial
ge and the brokerhim as the representative of Mr. Wilman Harwood, of "Collier's,"
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g
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Free
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Trial.
him any
Tarbell, biographer of Lincoln;
own opinions." "Yes," answered the
Sam- had eonsulted doctors and tried evhave been passed without a fitting
consideration, and
that he would ing them wfth violation of the Boy- cold-blooded friend, "most
uel. L. Clements ("mark
urest
ualtest Cure for al
of his
Twain"); erything I could get hold of. When I
tribute to the memory of Lincoln.
"Wash his hands of the entire busi- kin anti-bncket shop new These in- hard tuck is due
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"--Washington Star.
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carried by an American president and
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tion. There is no knowing when any
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tal
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action would have been taken had it
to the predictions of the wen*her
dent Poets; Telegraph and Cable com- freed
is r'ertnln In Pay eventually,
from pain and also from the
prophet.
rot been that the Lincoln blethrziace
same ten men who were tndkinesi
pany: !Richard Lloyd
Jones,
',ere irregularities which had anaoyed me Hacked Judgment and Did Not Wt.- few week's nor)) charged with runnin
farm was put op at auction In August
g
ter,.
so much. That was over live months
gambling holiness, end who were out
190,5, that the proceeds might be
neve in Cold Wave,
ago, and I have not had a headache
gender bonds
used to paY the back taxes. Ail but
In a village In New Jersey
the since, although I had suffered in this
They were required to glee *AM
one of the bidders represented some
Chicago
fortune
24.--A
Jan.
,
of
school mistress saw one of the
little way since I was a small boy. I have over $141.0,000. was lost
Urine;
bootie et $1,0410 each today to
business concern, anxious to get conbettors
to
boys crying. She called him to her recomm
ended toe pills to 64 differ- when the merenry dropped three answer for the new
indirereents
trol of the
for advertising and inquire
d the reason. "Some of ent person", some of them
About February 15th we will take powasion of our intA store
in Padu- pinta below the zero merit. "Jim" vehtIch elvereeti them wife% sealing fie
purpeese; but this oae bidder saved the
big bops- made me kiss a little cah, and a
great
room—
titres
many
on
merging
now occupied by the Great Pr.,:ific Tea and Coffee Co.,
howe
.
report- CeLeatry, the gambling king, is the
the fartn and averted what would
girl out in the school yard," was the ed to me the
good results they have prinelpal tosser, hie Ion being estiniat3:13 Broadway. In the meantime we fiave made startling rehave been a National disersee. He reply.
"Why, that is outrageous! derived from
using them."
pd at from ni0 ANO
repressered a private citizen, who be- Wiay
$6,0,000. many
The Difference.
ductions on our entire line of Watehes, Diamonds and Jewelry
did you not coma right to me?"1- Plenty more
proof like this from big brokers and operators on the
neve' be historic ground Altman he "INir. Joseph Fl. Choate wise asked to
This for Imo reneons: First. we wish to move as little as.pos
1 cliOn't know that you would let Paducah people.
Call at AIM At boar of tools lest large sums. Ate define the alifeeenee
'the Property of the Amealeari people:• Me kiss
between etyou," he itid.-2Ode of the present and, when *re get into our new location, w.•
.
-Chicago histni drug store and ask vr-nat cus- largest hot recorded *ea
and, having acquired the place, he Daily
one of $10.- President Cleveland
and President
News
tomers report.
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you need anything in our
004. Scores Of other bete were lived*. Roosevelt. "Well," he said
turned it over to an aaeociation of
"Mr
For sale by all dealers. Price Ell
line
give us a cell, for we have made a cut et 50 per cent in
latbile-spirlted men, who quickly orClevela
nd
too
is
laity
to hunt, and
Don't get critical when your boss rents.
Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo,
Count von Moltke, son of - the Mr. Roosevelt is too teatime to flab."
many instances.
sauteed wed determined to develop It tells you to do things.
New York, sole agents for the Unit- great German general
, is to marry —London Pleanetal News.
into a Llaceln National Perk that
ed States.
'Miss Mtn* Thayer. daughter of Nashould -*and forever at
shrine ot
A NOW York beak hes a safe 4(1
RemenrIllit the nettle-- Dean's
thaniel Thayer, at Lancaster, in
Natnrill)y. a Man wontd rather pert
Patft041111 and pave, a
tIng MOM- feet long by 2* feet wide.
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HEWS OF KENTUCKY

Remnants

ANTS of every description—of Silks,
REMN
Woolens and Cottons. Remnants de-

rived from our WHITE GOODS SALE, our
GENERAL CLEARANCE SALE and our
JANUARY SILK SALE---all just closed,
naturally leaving be-hind lots of short ends-pieces just long enough for waists, skirts,
children's dresses and the like--just the
length that you want and just the length that
we do not want. So in order to give you
what you want and to get rid of what we
don't want we are going to set aside one day--Friday--,for one big Remnant Sale Day---and
sell for this day only

•

4eninants
1=3 VI

All pieces will be out on counters and"...
plainly marked so that you can easily find
what you need and can know exactly what it
will cost by deducting yourself one-third of
the marked price. We want to sell on this
day every remnant we have in the house, and
it is an excellent opportunity for you to buy
what you want at the price, one-third off oir

Remnants firidaq
e

4
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Di.King's
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Fun

Removal Sale of Ai Pollock's Jewelry Store

A. POLLOCK-

and take no other.
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ty should be represented This county has an institute, which while
young, evinced indloatious teat year
AFTERNOON AND WEeptLY
of being of treat benefit to die agriculture interests of the section.,
lffecOaroseTicD
Through Ng influent* the western
F. nil. FIsHER. President&
• istrict institute was held in this
PAXTON. General Manager.
city, and while that meeting was not
gunseRIerion RATES.
a
'dal party gave the significant
A wedding which was most impresllillialkoraid at the postortIce at Pedigo& largely attended, ttiose who did come,
L
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e
l
as second class inatter 4
e
e
ddbirng trinkets to: MISS MarY Scott, i
went away impressed with Its posse sive in its solemnization and of rare
THE DAILY MIN
Each county. Institute iu beauty of plan as well as a brilliant the proverbial lucky ring; Mesa Ediz$ .1')
BY Carrier, per week
SY mail, per month, in advance .26 the state is authorized to send as social event, was that of Miss Martha abetb Sinnott, the needle;; Mrs. Wil2.10 many delegates as it chooses, as ttve Stewart Davis and Mr. Edward Ru- Ham Booton and Mrs. John Scott the
mail, per year. in advanoe
MT. Edward
THE WEEKLY sIII
emirates vote as units. A crop re- ling Bringhurst at 9 o'clock last ev- piecee of money, and
Sr year, by mall. postage paid— WM
ening
delightful
the
at
button.
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Scott
A
the
Broadway
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porter
for each magisterial district
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The
The southern smilax and couree luticheola -was served.
will be recommended by the county church.
Peones Us
illeee He South Third.
delegaitioes, and important work will palms were used tnroughout the ices were io the form of pink carnaPayne a Young, Cheap. sod Maw be done. The McCracken County church decorations. The altar rail tions and the individual cakes were'
fork representatives.
meet at and lights having the smilax In grace- keg with the entwined Initials "plot
. THE SUN can be fount at the tallow- Farmers' lnetitute should
•tig places:
once and appoint delegates who will ful festoons, while garlands of it and B."
R. D. moments II as,
was
were on the organ and over the douattend.
Van Culin Bros.
The display of wedding gifts
Palmer Roue..
ble doorway leading Into the annex especially beautiful and the large
John wilheIm'a
corna
of toe church. The chancel was number of. them wascharming
The alkiermanic deadlock is broken
banked with the palms which, also, pliment- -to the popularity of the reand the river is failing.
handsomeo
and
made a pretty effect on the outside sciilpvieernts.
sseve
-ta
ho in ridi
s
tray
he
of the altar rail where the bridal parGRAVEL ROADS FOR BALLARD. ty stood. The seating and standing grandmother, and a dinner set of
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 30.
Judge J. A. Riess could not have capacity of the large church, with the 200 pieces in White end gold china,
settled upon a better time to have annex thrown open, was taxed
to from the parents of the bridegroom,
411IRCITLATION STATEMENT.
started the ball rolling for gravel I accommodate the guests. The many and a complete set of silver knives
Decernber--19011.
roads than now. With the roads of handsome evening toilettes worn by forks and spoons from the grooms17
1
2930
3963 the entire county now practically im- the guests inside "the
white ribbons" men, were some of the beautiful
18
3890
3921 passable and no way on earth to bet- added to the brilliancy
of the scene. gifts.
3877
3949 ter them until toe weather becomes
19
Mr. and Mrs. Bringhurst left at I
Tne bridal party entered the
3
3868
90
3926 more favorable, there should not be church by the three
main aisles, o'clock this morning far New Orleate21
3135
3938 a human in the county with a thim- Messrs. Louis Rieke, Jr., and Wal- and from there will go to Harstra
Contains all Men's Snits and
Includes $25.00, $22.00 and
All finest $40.00, $35.00 and
7
22
3896
3939 ble full of brains but who will agree lace Well leading down the center, and return by way of Florida. They
Overcoats that sold for 8l5.00
$20.00 Suits and Overcoats.
$30.00 Suits and Overcoats,
3894
24
3939 with the judge that something be- Edwin J. Paxton and David Koger sill be gone a month. Mrs •BringWptdon't want to carry them
and $12.50; as long as they
the remainder of the hand10
3874
26
3961 sides mud and dirt is necessary to from the left, and Charles Alcott and burst's tailored traveling suit was of
choice
over
your
and
and
here,
to
fit
intend
close
are
out.
somest
clothing ever shown
11
27
3881
3925 make them passable during such Dr. I. B. Howell from the right.
brown cloth with a brown silk house
They go at, choice
the lot for
in
in
Paducah,
choice
12
3927
28
3932 spells as we have been having for
The bridesmaids Miss Mary Scott and hat to harmonize.
13
3934
29
3899 the past several weeks.
and Miss Kathleen Whitefield followA number of out-of-town guests
14
3921
31
3888
The Yeoman has always been in ed down the central aisle, while the were present for the wedding and
11.5
3914
favor of gravel roads, but we were four dames of honor, Mrs. William come cbartning costumes were in evTotal
97,921
afraid we would be mobbed to spring Sinclair Elooton of Atlanta, Ga., and idence at the church and reception.
Average for December, 1906...3,917
Mrs. Vernon Biythe; Mrs. Henry HuThe bride's grandmother, Mrs. Josthe question of bonding tne county M
Average for December, 1906...3,744
for from $250,000 to $350,000 for de and Mrs. John W. Scott advanced eph Fowler, received with her, and
d
the left and right aisles. The looked beautiful in a handsome dress
that _purpose. but since Judge Hines down
Inerease
177 has made up his mind to take the maid of honor, Miss Elizabeth Sin- of black crepe de chine.
Mrs. Mildred Fowler Davis, the
we can notepreceded the bride and her
Personally appeared
before me. chances etf being mobbed
this. Jan. 1 1907, E J. Paxton, gen- stand it,too, especially as everybody, brother Mr. Frank Fowler Davis,who mother of the bride, was especially
gave her away. The bridal proces- handsome in black net over black,
eral manager of The Sun, who af- from one end of the county to the g
firms that the above statement of other, now see the absolute necessity l sional formed a pretty group at the with high transparent corsage of the
the circulation of The Sun for the of the project. And when it is thor- altar, where they were met by Mr net and jet trimming's.
Mrs. Burgess H. Scott, an aunt of
month of Dec., 1946, Is true to the oughly understood at the beginning Bringhurst and his best man, MeEdthat the tax rate can't be raised a w ard G. Scott, who entered from the Mr. Bringhurst, wore an elegant rebest of his knowledge and belief.
particle—its at the limit now— it,choir room. The Rev. Warner Thom- ception toilette of grey atlk and lace.
PETER PURYEAIR.
the
seems
to us that people should al- as Bolling, D. D., pronounced
Mrs. Cook Husbands was attracB R.0A
Notary Public.
!ceremony, most impressively, using tively gowned in a black spang1. 1
most
falling
break
over
necks
their
My commission expires January
each other to get a chance to vote ithe ring ritual. The wedding music net evening dress.
22, 1908.
'enhanced the beauty of the ceremony
for the measure.
Mrs. Edmund Morrow Post wore a
At it now stands, we are spending and was played by Mrs. Samuel H. striking evening gown of lavender- 1111$1'
illift.s.1.411.41.1.1111111-01\41Panin.41-4111salwill'ullar..410"olii...t01.11
Daily Thought.
about fifteen thousand dollars a year ' Winstead. The Mendelssohn wedding corded silk, trimmed In duchesse lace
"Tne thing wo-h while must be
on our roads, and while of course march was r7ndered for the prates- and amethyst pasaementerie.
good investment
this makes the roads look nice and Mona', and tne march from LohenMiss Fowler was in black Brusdusty too in dry weather, the rains grin as the recessional. Lange's sels net, with low corsage, and black
CRY FOR GOOD .ROADS.
come and carry the money away each "Flower Song" was played during Passementerie trimmings.
Fleeter roads!
year, leaving the same amount to be the ceremony. The bridal party left
Miss Rosebud Fowler was charmThe cry goes up from one end of
the church by the central aisle In the ing in a gown of whlte radium silk,
squandered again.
the country to the other. Tennessee
The people can easily vote an In- following order: Mr. and Mrs. Bring- with embroidered net yoke and lace
counties have petitioned the state
debtedness of $300,000 or more, a burst; Miss Sinnott and Mr. Scott: trimmings. She wore a string of
;leg is1 atu re for pernrisalow• se nestle
diss Scott and Miss Whitefleld; Mrs. pearl.,
sum ample to grade and gravel one'
bonds to the aggregate amount of
and Mrs. Blythe; Mrs. Rudy
Mrs. Lula Bringhunit Epperson of
hundred miles of road, which woulBooton
d
$2.0-00;000. These are for the rues]
and Mrs. Scott; ,Mettsrs. Paxton and Nashville, Tenn., a sister of Mr.
farm
put
every
in
the
county
in
touch
oounties. The four counties in which
times with every town in the Koger; Dr. Howell and Mr. Alcott; BrInghtnet, was strikingly handsome
are located the large cities of ttrat at all
In an evening gown of cream -cordcounty
and tae outside world too, Messrs. Rieke and Well.
state employ sufficient workhouse
Miss Iedvis was an ideal bride aad ed silk inlet with
real lace over
This
violet!
much
mean
to
so
every
peleioners on the roads to keep them
looked radiantly lovely. Her exquIs- green, the bodice was elaborately
acre
of
land
in
the
county
that
it
all piked. The desire for better
s wedding gown of white chiffon trimmed in lace and spangles.
seems neediess to call attention to liSotroads was_jostered by the models
cloth
It.
yet
on
the
other
the
under
band,
was mG48 slth the empire sf. wore a necklace of pearls.
maintained near Jackson
by Hon.
ecf t in the back. The high corsage
Miss Belle Lockett, of Henderson.
Sam Lancaster, govern ment engineer, present system. we spend the- enor-t
of
bodice
wore a becoming costume of blue silk
motig
amount
of
fifteen
thousand
"S
isee
alid
the
"s
eimband the examples of .the larger counorately trimmed with lace and Pare and lace.
•
ties. Mr. Lancaster has gone to Ore- dollars on the Jostle annually and i medalione. The bridal veil was
held
Miss Anne Rhea. of Nashville, was
have
no
roads
either.
gon SO set the example for the Pacific
'with a coronet of orange blossoms. gowned in blue silk and lace
In bonding the county for a sum
trimcoast farmer.
sufficient to grade and gravel the The only jewels worn were a brooch mings.
The farmer is at lace awakening to
of pearls and a bracelet, the gifts of
Miss Claiborne, of Nashville, Was
roads here spoken of the present
the realization that his time, the
rate of 25 cents on the hundred dol- the bridegroom. She carried a chat- gowned in cream silk crepe, trimmed
strain on his horses and the wear and
lars of taxable property would pay elaine bouquet of bride's -roses and in lace and hands of silk. tear on his %ethic:ea enter into the
Miss Evelyn Walker, of Dyersbnrg.
the Interest on the bonded Indebted- Illieteof-the-ra1tiey.
economy of his business: that accesness, and a sinking fund. to finally I The maid of honor wore a charm- Tenn., was charming in a pretty
sibility to a good market at all seaof
cream
pay off the bonds at maturity, could lag gown of White crepe de chine gown
embroidered
sons of the year is profitable, and that
and pink roses, elaborately trimmed net
over
cream
taffeta
be easily provided for by a saving
silk.
fvedom of irstkreourse is desirable in
Iwith lace, and a wreath of pink rows with pearl trimmings. She
in the general fund.
carried a
thee session when work it) slack on
and silver leaves in her hair. Her graceful bouquet of pink
Since we are no admirably situated,
carnations
tbs farm and be has the time for sowith nearly or quite three millions bouquet was a graceful effect of pink awl ferns.
cial Itivereione.
carnetlone.
Mrs. William Harvey Sa^ders, of
of dollars of taxable property that is
Probefbly the free rural delivery
I The dames of honor and
brides- Columbia, Miss
wise4 an artistic
owned by foreign corporations, we
has bad a good effect on the movebelieve that our people should only maids were gowned in artistic crea- gown of white crepe de cattle and
ment, supported by pamphlets and
• •
tions of pink point d'esprit over pink lace.
be
opportunity t
t f
special articles on the sehject, which
silk, trimmed in pink quilled ribbon
Mrs. Thomas C. Leech was in a
the indebtedness. The subject is well
have been distributed
bounteously
worth the most careful consideration and medallions. of pink Mare. Their handsome evening gown of Nile
during the last two years. The Postof4every land owner to Ballard coun- 'flower wreathe \vere of tiny ph* rum- green pompadour silk and dichesse
office department theists on good
•
•
ty, and we snail do our part to keep 'buds and they- carried pink carna- lace
roads for the terriers, and the better
Miss Julia Scott wore a reception
it before them until a vote is taken. tions. Their souvenirs from the bride
the roads, naturally, the better the
beautiful
handkerchiefs of gown In an art shade of green crepe
The fact that the money would be ivere
service.
Duchess
,nee.
de chine over white en.
spent among our own people, giving
As the next step must come the
Mr Bringtrurst's gifts to his atMrs. Laura Fowler was handsomeemployment to many teams and men
startling eealination to many citizens
in all parts of the county, for our tendants were haiellemie pearl knives, ly attired In black lace over white
that in dodging road taxes they a.re
benefit. shou'd be some inducement with the names engraved in the pearl. silk.
not defrauding the government, hut
A reception at the home of the
to vote for the measure.
Mrs. Bertie Campbell wore
a
themselves
it serrate to be an inherGo it judge, you are on the right bride's grandmother, Mrs. Joseph H. rimming evening gown of blue chifent instinct te get out of a dot, to
track without a doubt— Ballard Fowler. on Kentucky ta'tenue followed fon with pearls.
ehe community. No one suffers when
the wedding teremonerTbis was limMrs. Saunders Fowler was in
Yeoman.
a man refuses, to work his own road,
ited to the bridal party and relatives white chiffon lace trimmed with
but that man and Ms own neighbors.
but the family circie being a large medallions.
THE JOICEmmiTst.
Every Man must do his share and
"If I could only die and leave you one, the Spacious rooms were pleaswhether or not his neighbor sirirks
Well off," he said, after they had had antly filled daring the evening. The
BETTIE OWES SEED.
is netting to him, nor does the fart
their first quarrel, "I would be glad .3tancleome double parlors were thrown
relieve him of big objeation to faith'together and -"were effectively deoor- Occupant of "Johnheat"
to go."
Says Ii.'
ful service in the interest of good
"How," she cruelly asked, "could ated in the southern smilax, pink
Was Ran Down and Hurt.
roods.
you die and leave me otherwise than roses and carnations. The hied*, parMr. Charles B. Hanford in "Julius Caesar," at The Kentucky tonight. The biggest mocee event of the Pennon.
well off?"—Chicago Record Herald. ty was in the receiving line in the
Attorney James Campbell, Sr. went
all Imam. let us retain the use
front parlor.
to Metropolis this morning to appear
'if all the river front we haven't alThe dining room presented a most for Messrip.
Dora—"The wretch! To propose
RIGHTS OP C‘LIFORNIA.
president did- not materialize.
The that the director-general's authority
Robert and James Owen
rei dy given awity
If the present to both of ue on the'same night."
attractive picture. -the round bridal owners,4011/ operators
minority report read: "Whereas, as shall be supreme, nut that no shall
of the ferry
wharfage Is not adequate let 11.1 'reFlora—"How shall
we punish table stnod.openeath a cbandlier en- boat Bertie Owen, in a damage suit Senate Resolves That Stale Can Mein'. the president of the rnited States is art with the advice and assistance of
quire more. Paducah has been more
twined with. 'amides, and was border- brought against
tam n Separate Schools for Jape.
attempting at interfere," while the the subordinate commintioners.
by Charles
them
than /there/ in the matter of donating
tell you—you
resolution rdopted Substitutes "fedaccept ed with smilax, fluffy loops of pink Herrington, of Brookport. fer $2,river front spore to
whomsoever him, dear."--Cleveland Leader.
tulle, and pink carnations. TA ren- 000 damages.
Sacramento, Cal., .Tan. 30.— The eral government" for president.
Herrington was in a YOU flON'T HIVE TO WAI I
Milted for it. Now that river men awe
--------Tremor
ter piece WAS la
&Oita! round Tif- small ".Iohnboat" near IRrookport senate today voted down the WitteEvery flout makes you feel better. lAx • SOS
nosadflag she warning that the grow.eq2a your whole Wellies right. Sold os the
flacon-- "Somebody said there Was fany silver sal-vc on which stood a last summer
Director General for the Canal.
waen the ferryboat ran ty restitution on the Japanese school
egougg-boelt plan everywhere Price Sor its.
ing traffic
require larger recite somethiag stunning about your wife's handsome caret lebrem
with
pink him down, his petition declares, He ineation and passed the senate conA plan for the reorganisation of
Oen In a whort if
the city should new drew'. I didn't see it." Eghert shadltd
Thee@ were bridei alleges that he Wan injured In the current sub-resolution, reported
by the IsChmian Canal commission Was
take sure einem at once gas
Fire Destroyed Private Car,
in- —"Of course you didn't. You don't gifts, as was slide, the massive silver accident.
'he majority.
considered today by the senate comsure the Kee neat Ion of wharf an Peoryleed leTtivil the price mark on vamp holding pink carnation* at one
et:fiord, Ind., Jan, 30.----The privThe majority resolution "strenu- mittee on Inter-oceanic eenele it
room. We may rest aseored that It, do Pou?"—Yonkers Statesman.
end of the table. Outlining the cenously protests against the nnearren- Presented by Senator Morgen and ate car of Ilepereabeedent J,-B. Queens
Another Wee Wreck Victim.
private conoerme coveting Mast spare
ter Mew WWII a 'wreath of nmeax and
Toledo, 0. Jan. 30—Willard Robb ted interference with
the ennstitsi- krov i dad tor the creetion of the post of the Mono road, catight fire While
wet net eit say emits renew ender
141s. Oesiter--tinet our ties situ- wine, heselethe At the tither table of Admin. Mich,, . the take fiffiore time? ftiettte of the state Anti
to he filled , by OW a irk% lanieVIlere ?mit wrght and
their fete in pre-empting
later just to nee for anything? I was the imposing bride's cake, heart fireman rho was Injured inthe wreck quires the governor end aperney gen
'
the
engineer in. charge of con- Ntraa destroyed.'A carload of dynastewed and iced in pink rover and el- at Riga. Mich., on January 13, died oral to do all things neeessery
think he's sweet enough to eat.
to pro- taro-akin. The canal. commission, is mite was on, an adjacent track.
,
In the latter p-rt of February the
Ws. lieseonetreet --I'm having hint km-of-the valley. .Bowe of pink hilee at a hospital today. Robb was sup. tea and save the rights Of the state addltlen
to the director-general, Is
elate farriers' ins itute wrilw Seild for luncheon tomorrow, deer; 'will around the edge of the cake made a
Posed to be Improving but early to- of California."
to etinaist of varions departments unTrouble weekly comes to him wha
pretty effect, but when removed by day suffered a 'relapse.
at ebebbyrtlis, and McCracken coine you come?
Tne etpected arralgnnieat Of theider the chief engineer. It is provided Pecks It.
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Society Was Out In Forte
To See Brilliant Wedding
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FINAL REDUCTION

a a.

All Records Are Broken for Reduced prices on 1
Strictly High Class :Clothing
i

14410.1

.

i

Note the latest reductions on Suits and Overcoats; compare the new, 1
fresh stocks we offer with the selected lots of "odds and ends" and accumulated old stocks offered you elsewhere. Remember also we in- /
cluded Black and Blues and Raincoats; others never did this for you be- f
fore. The New Store stands alone for the people.

Lot No. 1

Lot No. 2

Lot No, 3

$8.40

$13 25

$18.00

1 We're Reducing Prices on Shirts, Underwear, Pants and Boys' and Children's Clothing

Reduction
Prices
Are Cash

mysiCo•
4.5.4,z
„.
4
IiarArlaTs T
D WA'V
'

I

I

o—altletii-gene-ral,
enlist'

I

.410.

1

Reduction I
Prices
•
Are Cash

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY SO,

, THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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known linotype machine operator, Ve1.4.4.4.4.4.en
eeneen„ineen,n40
win go to Helena, Ark., to reside. He
has been employed in the contposing
rooms of the Register.
Contractor J. W. Lockwood is III
of fever at ht3 home on the HinkleBox Parties at Keetucky Tonight. %elle road.
Circuit Court.'
W. C. Waggener, supervisor of
Mr. and Mrs. William Hughes) will
In the case of J.' W. Jaelohon
bridges
and
buildings
of the Louis, entertain with a double box party
against the Paducah Traction comills evening to see Charles Hanford ville division of the I. C., is in the
pany, a verdict for $ lee) was entered
city.
In "Julius Caesar," in honor of Mr.
for the plaintiff. He rued for $2,0e0
Mr. L. E. McCabe, trainrnester of
and Mrs. William H. Sanders, of Codamages, alleging he was injured in
:umbia. Miss.: and Mrs. S. (7. Green the Loulsrine division of the I. C.,
alighting from a moving oat at Tenth
i
land Miss Mabel Hart, of Henderson, went up the division thie morning.
and Trimble streets -on October 5,
Mr. C. IL Brady, of Murray, Is
the guests of Mrs. L. A. Washington.
1906.
Dr. 1. B. Howell and Mies Anita In the city.
The defendant In the case of BoaMr. W. A. Fowler. baggage agent
Wood, of Wichita, Kansas; Mr. 1.011I4
well and Long against the Citizens'
for
Louisville
the
division of the I.
:M. Rieke, Sr., and
Miss Florence
Savings bank filed a motion for a new
iSchreeder, of Indianapolis; Mr. Ed- C., has returned from -Memphis,
trial.
where
he
was
cal:ed on business.
win J. Paxton and Miss Ethel Brooks
If feeling good.
fl. E. and Augusta Longleaf filed
Attorney Harry J. Mooreman, of
wilt occupy a box tonight at the persuit( against Martha Owen to collet.t.
Mayfield, Is in the city.
formance'of "Julius Caesar." ,
$66V0 alleged to be due on notes.
Mr. Z. T. Graham went to .Murray
The box of Mr. and Mrs, Jetw,ph
The nforcement of a lien is asked.
this
morning.
Friedman and Mr. Wild
Mrs. John
Evansville Pressed Brick company
Mr. A. R. Hall, of the Illinois CenKeller will be filled by a congenial
against Edward Bridges for $10,000,
If fed properly
tral
wood
working
shops,
party.
Is on duty
c7
is on trial.
The plaintiff alleges a
again after several
weeks' illness
balance on material furnished and
front pneumonia.
Entre NOUS Clue.
Bridges has in a counter claim of
Mr. George Duckett and brother,
Miss.Frances Wallace is entertaintrolman Ed Alexander, and Alexan$10,000 damages for failure to ship
and Messrs. Ernest Stroech. M. H.
der's partner, Jack Sanders, was ing the Entre Nous club this afterhis brick according to contract.
Larkins, W. E. 'Holland, B. E. BranIf treated right
transferred to .he depot beat to serve noon at her home on North Ninth
hann, W. N Haynes and W. Smith,
street..
with Patrolman James Clark.
In Bankruptcy.
of Memphis, passed through Padu-Sexton, the sign
A petition has beeo tiled. In the
writer, ail
cah
yesterday en route home. They
Card
Party
This
Afternoon.
kinds of sign and advertising wridng,
federal court at •LIOUISVEle by credhad
been
to Golconda to attend the
Mrs. Will Levy, of North Ninth
fine painting of every charactee, initors to force the firm of J. H. Nelson
-For De Peralley ring 416.
street, is entertaining at cards this funeral of MT. Duckett's wife, who
side
work
k Son of Hampton, Livingston coun
and
carriage
painting and
-Drink Belvedere the maker
was
buried
Monday.
afternoon at her Lome in compliment
ty, into bankruptcy. The fbrm deals
repairing. 4'hone 401
brew.
Mesdames Charles E. Graham and
to her guest, Mises Frank, of OgdensIn general merchandise, and the pro-The Luther .league of the Ger-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
400%
Fannie
Cartier
will
go
to
Mobile, Ana.,
burg, N. Y., and otter visitors in the
prietors are well known here. The
man-Lutheran church
Broadway, Phone 196.
will
meet city. It is a verb
next week to spend the remainder of
elaborate affair.
ease will be referred to Referee E.
Thursday
afternoon
wtth Mrs. Will
-Dr. William Rogers, son of Mrs.
the winter.
W. Bagby here this week.
Pete Rogers of -Mechanicsburg, was Rottgering on the Cairo road.
Five-Hundred Club.
Don't
fail
to
attend
the dance
brought home yesterday from DenMrs. Saunders Fowler is hestess
Police court.
ver, Col., in a serious condition. He Friday night at the old Elks hall this afternoon
to the Five Hundred
given by the Magnolia Grove WoodSpecial Judge J. S. Ross this mornIs suffering from tuberculosis.
club at her -home, "Edgewaod." on
ing dispatched
-When you order a rig from us men circle.
business In police
Wiest Broadway.
F. A. Hunter.
-Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
court with rapidity. Joe Kolley.charyou are talking to one of the proMr. F. A. 1-muter, age 43, died ged with breaking
prietors or capable clerks (not a Fraternity buitding to 525 Broadway
into an Illinois
Card Party for Visitors.
this morning at 1120 North Tenth Central box car and
next
Register
to
driver or hostler) who writes, files
building. Office
stealing whisky,
Mrs. Adolph 'Weil entertained with street, of pneumonia. He leaves a was iranted e continuance until Monand tills the oredr at appointed time. phones 870, residences 272.
delightful party yesterday
after- brother and his mother at Nashville, day.,Ws A. Kramer, charged with
Palmer Transfer Co.
Mr. Otto Dickerson has purchased
Tenn. No funeral arrangements have stea ng razors and
-City subscribers to the Daily the feed and wagon yard department noon at the Palmer House in complibarbers' eqtiipment to a namber of visitors in the been made.
rneit and selling them as his own,
Sun who wish the delivery of their of his brother's general wagon
yard city. The first prise
was won by
wan granted a continuance until Fripapers stopped must notify our col- and livery stable bustness at 321 JnfMrs. Herman
and Madison and Ogilvie's or between
GULF STREAM TURNS.
day. Other cases: Will Moore, disorlectors or make their requests di- ferson street. Mr. C. L. Dickerson Miss Flora Harris.
Ogilvie's and Third and Jones street.
derly conduct, $5 and costs: James
rect to Tna Sun Once. No attention will continue to run the livery busi- Friedman captured the second prize,
and presented it to the visitors, Mrs. Course Runs Close to Central Ameri- Broach, drunk and disorderly,
Return to this office and receive rewill be paid to such orders when ness.
$10
J. Jacobi taking it in the cut. The
third.
and costs; Will Davis, colored, drunca Instead of Cuba.
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-The Mite Society of the Evanlone hand prize was woti by Moe
New
kenness,
Orleans,
costs.
Int.,
$1
and
-Drink Belvedere the
Jan.
30.SiPadues.'n gelical church will meet Thursday
WANTED--To buy life Insurance
Victor Voris. Miss Stella Levy, of multaneously with the news of seribeer.
afternoon with Mrs. Henry Fetter,
policies that have been in force front
New Orleans, captured the visitor's ous earthquake') In ail parts of
the
"Get scared" at your own tim:di-- seven to twenty years: also endowIn Bankruptcy.
--Sanitary Engineer G. Tnom, em- 321 South Fifth street.
prise. A delightful luncheon
was world comes the announcement that
Attorney W. V. Baton has return- ty in advertising, not at year bold,- ment policies.
-The invites of the Tenth Street
ployed by John Aivord, of Chicago,
We pay a larger
served -after the game. There were 10 the gulf stream. the great
ocean riv- ed from Louisville, where he filed a nest!
amount in caoh than does,the comhas returned home to await better Christian ohurch eall give a church
tables of guests.
er. nas materially changed its coulee petition in the federal court for inpany in which you are insured. If inweather before finishing prelimina- social and canny sale Friday night at
in
the Gulf of Mexico. The nulf voluntary bankruptcy aseinst Wininm
the
church.
ries in sewer district, No. 3.
All
members and
You can find something that is in-,terested, patine 127, II. C. Hollins,
stream ran close to the western 'end D. Melton, of Bandana, Ky. Melton
Iteitz-Pettit.
-Get Your meals at Witatehead's friends invited.
teresting, or curious, or informing, Real Estate ecd Ceneral Insurance,
of Cuba, curving ancr winding Its is a merchant of Bandana. and Padumarriage
The
of
Miss
Gertrude
restaurant, 215 Broadest:y, these bed
or new to von, or profitable within Trueheart Mtg.
Reitz and Mr. Leo Pettit took place way toward the American coast from cah and Nashville creditors are bedays. Nice, polite sertalee•••"4141entin-.
ten minuted from the time you real
HUSBAND ARRESTED.
this morning at 10 o'clock at the St. the south, then turning away to the 'hind into petition to have him dee:a
teed.
MEASURES ONE YARD.
his--if you win turn to the classiFrances de Sacs Catholic church. The east and passing out around the a bankrupt. The leabillities will be
-Foi high-grade wallpaper see When Wife and Rainy Were
fied ads.
Found -Rev. Father H. W. Jansen performed Florida peninsula into r ne
nortnern between $7.e(10 and $8e100 with ate
Kelly & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av.
litiget. and His wife crease Interest
Shot to -Reath: ."-""'''''''''""f"`
ceremonY. It was l'aitiet' event'vim along the Atlantic coast. The seta' of $'4,'Gfl or therti." EtitOnt'
-Belvedere beer is a home pro011141.4Al et 1
recline:tenet-a,
"•'
"It
Is
Fmall
commen'dati
no
to
on'
witnessed only by the relatives.
new map will snow that the stream Boyd, of the city represent the credduct. Remember that.
Washington. Jan. 30.-William C.
manage
a
little well, lie is a good
Mr. and Mrs. Pettit left imme- has moved many mites no the west, itors.
-The police have been instructed Copely, clerk in the census office,was
wagoner who can turn In a Tittle
Passengers at tne Union station
diately for a bridal trip through now passing close to the mast of
to "arrest" a raft of railroad ties arrested thin morning :Shortly after
room." He is a good merchant who this morning were attracted by
eastern Kentucky and wilt reside at Central America, in one big' circle,
Meeting of (aieditors.
floating down the Tennessee river if his wife and six-natirffhs-old daughcan manage a small store so well midget only three feet tall. Hiseread
502 South Sixeir street on their re- turning to the nortn and east, inReferee in Bankruptcy E. W. Denit arrives here. The Holcombe-Hays ter were found dead with bullet holes
turn.
stead of keeping the sinnuous line it by has given notice for the creditors that growth is compelled-who can was much larger than that 9Va big .
Tie company owns the rift but failed in their head. Copely stated he was
put real salesmanship into a small man and made him lookyen smallformerly described.
of E. Rehkopf to meet Febiruery 9
to explain whetner it was stolen or sitting in the front room last night
advertisement.
er thnu he was. He Is :$a G. W. WinMr. J. D. King, special agent of
for
the
purpose
of electing a trustee.
when he heard a pistol snot.
drifted away.
He
EAT at WhIteht3ad's restaurant1
- ter and with his wile trine's, over the
OLIVER WILL DIG CANAL.
the Louisville division of the I. C., is
There
will
be
no
compromise
of
the
,-Dr. J. V. Voris
dentist, 200 rushed into the next rosin) and found
the larger
in the city.
0)0MS-For rent with board, 212 cotintry exhibiting
E. Rehkopf bankruptcy case, was
hls wife with a pistol wound in her
Fraternity Building.
;stores of each city. He is just a yard
Miss Edna Bukey, assistant book- Has Formed Assoclatkuis That Will the statement made by attorneys rep- South Fourth.
'
-Place your orders for wedding• head. Search of toe room fourd the keeper
stick high and his wife is thirty-five
for the Cumberland Telephone
Be Accepted.
resenting botn sides thill afternoon.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
invitations at home. The Sun snows babe dead in a crib noth a p:St01 company,
inches tall. He weighs 42 pis:trete
has resigned- to attend busitn•
Washington, San, -3a).-Wili lam
-437 F. Levin.
as great an assortment as you find wound in the back of its heed.
and is 37 years old. Monticello, Iowa.
ness college.
K. Oliver, of Knoxville Tenn., whose
Deeds Filed.
anywhere at prices; mucn lower than
H. H. MEYER, the fresco artist. Is his home, but he "nes been in evMn'. George. Goddard, the Mayfield bid to construct the Panama (anal
W. A. Smith to C. C. Burithert.
you pay eltewhere.
Old phone 1561.
CARLOAD (W ROSES.
!ere nook and corner of the country.
paint contractor, was here yeeterday has been accepted, contingent upon property in the county, $75.
-Don't fail to attend the dance
When the Louisville passnnger train
FOR
RENT-Ster
eroom,
Fifth
&
On business.
his associating bimeent win' one or
:Wattle and J. C. Rountree to W.
Friday night at the old Olks hail ;ift of the People of a Vexes Town to
Int-rived the step to the car came to
Mr. Thomas Riddle has returned more responsible contractors entirely R. Fields, property in the Thurman, Jefferson st-eets. John Dean.
given by the Magnobia Grove NVocel
Hospitals of a Missouri Town..
his chin and toe conductor had to
from a sevenail years' residence in the satisfactory to the government, said Hughes and Herzog addition, $300.
ROOM and board, 44)8 Washington:
men circle.
lift him like a child to the platform.
west, and will remain 'here.
that the syndicate he Ls forming "ell:
Old phone MM.
-Yon know
A carload of fragrant southern
After attending to some business In
your telling cards
Mies Cairrie Well, of
Cleveland, certainly meet with the approval of
Marriage License.
WANTED - Gentlemen boarders. Princeton,
are correct when they come from:91e roses will arrive in Kansas City to- Ohio,
he will join his wife in
is visiting her aunt. Mrs. Henry President Roosevelt and Secretary
William Harris, 35, to Gertrude Mrs. J. C. Walker, 1148 Broadway.
Sun. Scrip': cards and Witte $1.50 a morrow morning. Beaumont. Tex., Well,
Metropolis and return to this city in
of 604 .Broadway.
Taft." He has already entered into Curd, city, 23, colored.
Mot HES cleaned and -reoatroil. two weeks.
hundred, he Old Eng'enh $3.
originated the idea of collecting a car
Miss Bettie Smtth will go to Los partnership with Frederick C. StevI,ee Mktdieton, 26, to Bird Shelton.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 961-a.
-After tomonow. January 31, a lead of roes to be sent to a northern'Angeles. Cal., Friday,
after remain- ens. president of the Commercial bato k 23, both of Ballard county.
_
penalty of 10 per cent, goes on all Nity for distribution.- among the hi:m- ing sewer:A 'months, oared
OVERSTREET. the painter; . New NATURE .15 A nEcoxsTnrcrott.
by the fatal of this ea-Y. J. C. and A. W. Stewart,
delinquent city licenses, and License etals, 1111)11 the Kanens City Star. illness of her father,
phone 1025. old Phone 975;
"Nature repairs her ravages - reDr. J. 0.'Smith. of New York city, members of the con
Mies Lillie Graves. of Dycusbnrg,
Inspector George Lehnhard will this Kansas City was selected as the city
Miss Ma-tie Lou McGlathery will go tracting firm of J. C Stewart
FOR RENT-Furnished, upstairs pairs them with her sunshine and
who is visiting in Cairo, is expected
&
comyear prosecute delinquents in Febru- o be the reeipLeet of this graceful to Dread-en. Tenn., Sunday
with human labor."
to visit. pany are in Washington, -and hays in Paducah tonight to visit her front room 626 Nortn Sixth.
ary Instead of waiting until the lat• ourtaty because of the fact that it
Osteopatny is one of Nature's most
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Zither, of been In conference with Mr.
WANTED-Position by stenograbrotaers. Dr. W. T. Graves and AtOliver
ter pert of the year as has been the 'a the northern terminus of the Kau: Merphystsoro, Ill., are visiting
used instruments in repairing her
the today.
torney Eugene craves.
pher. Address Z, Sun.
•
custom.
as City Southern railroad.
ranges. Take the Osteopathic treatfamily of Engineer Pat Gregun, of
W ANTEf)-Messenger vs Lt
-Wedelns invitations, announcement of headaches. It locates the pri922 'frimble street.
SMOirlr CASE A'OTE.
East Tennessee Telephone Co
ments ant every character of enFurniture for Poor Howse.
mary cause and removes it, not in
Editor George Catlett, of PrinceWashington, Jan. 30.-The senate
WANtED--Plasterer to do sotenia administeri
Today furnituie Is being hauled to ton, is. in the city on business.
graynd work Is given careful, perng a common knoenai
lthis afternoon agreed to take a vote
repairing. 624 Husbands street, Old alive to on
the new county poor house and the
sonal attenCon at The Suo.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Mc- on
and all alike, but
Steloot C.41` the aff 4.11101111
the
of
phone 21070.
-Gbotas Wernicke !Ming C8FPR and etilding will be ready for occupancy Neill, of 1120 Madison
simple mechanical manipulation.
street, a February 20. This wam
81/1reed
to
all supplies for them, also the beef by the latter part of the week, It is son.
‘VILLIAMS Furniture exchange,
So, in - nigeative disorders OsteopAaoiher Case of
thrtiugh the reque•4 or Senator Burline of carbons. A full line of blank hought.
538 South Third. Furniture bought atIty restor,s the nervous equIlibrtMr. Frank
Murray. the
we'. roughs.
books and all kinds of office supplies
and sold. New phone 900-a.
urn to the stomach, bowels, liver.
Telephone orders proni
y filled. Ole
pancreas, etc., and a unity of action
FOR
RENT-Cheap
three
conCuriosity of Punctuation.
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
necting rooms, with bath, 918 Mon- established tne disorders are readily
Since you have requoted the ex-C. 0. Hemming and a force of
controlled and cured.
roe.
ample of Incorrect -punctuation. "It
linemen from Chicago, are here to
Constipation can be cured only by
WANTED -- Stenographer
sof
was 'and' I eald. not `of,'" it would
lay a cable across the Ohio to Brooktypewriter, either man or lady. Ad- reopen-Inn neterent laws The reguatr •
be as well to give that even bettei
poet to facilitate telegraphic commudries Emerson Floating theater. city. movements of the bowels depend on
example, "That that Is is that that
nications between Paducah and St.
their nerve_ and blood supply.-if one
The
rich,
full
aroma
of
not
not
not
is
is
is
FOR RENT-Three room-beetle.
that it it is." And,
Ismils. Three direct wires will be inor the other Is disturbed in any way
with bath, 315 Ohio street. Inquire
to avoid nightmare. we immediately
Havana Blossoms has cerstalled between Paducah
there is disorder-esickness, Osteopand that
punctuate thus: That that is. Is:
West Kentucky Coal Co., Second
city.
tainly Caught the fancy of
athy here again Is Nature's cure.
that that is not, is not, is not that it?
and Ohio streets'.
-We have Slug Shot that will de
I should like to tell you personally
Paducah smokers, if we may
ft is.-Cor. London Chronicle.
SEN..1) your ei1
to-the-NO*- at any tithe of the great success
stroy all insects on plants; and Plant
I sin
judge by the demand. Just
1am Pressing club, no tirlirosehlrIty having with the treatment and refer
Food that will Make plants grow
One of the most interesting little
High & Browder, proprietors. Bets sou to some of your
Brunson, b29 Broadway.
received another case direct
friends who will
charities is that of a Yonkshire. Engphones 1507.
eagerly attest to what Osteopathy Is
--Upright pianos from $150 to
from Tampa last evening and
land station master, who every week
-WAKI'ED Induittrious young man doing or has done for them. Phone
$200. to reduce our stock of slightly
of his life makes a toy railway enwe should like for you to try
for bookkeeper. stenographer and me at 1407 at any time.
used pianos we make thedi offers. W.
gine. At the end of the year he sends
office work
Must write good hand
OR 0 B. FROAGE,
T. Miller & Bro., 618 Broadway.
them. They're not made for
the lot to a hospital for the use of
and have good habits. Address X..
-Thirteen year old Claude NichEll Broadway.
the boys in the institution.
ktyle, you
know, hut the
this office.
ols, son -Of Michael Nichols, of the Ilquality is pimply great.
linois Central shops, was saved from
FOR SALE--rsesse ea flat
in
Although there are fewer than
Cochran apartments, anti' a lot of
drowning In the back water On West
300,000 white people in the Transhandsome furniture, carpets and
Tennessee street yesterday afternoon
vaal, it was possible for them in t ne
draperv in use only two weeks. deby the timely arrival of Rev. Cap
conatiiiiel1905
to
year
(lit.616 galply at the Oat.
Owen. The boy tried to 'mate on ice
"Man wants but little here below."
lons of ale and boor, valued at. $298So Peet Goldsmith toted to ray;
*IBA *as too weak
to held his
A filtWARI) will *SP paijfor the
930.
But that was many years ago.
AT K. OF P. HALL
weight.
realm of a white hue, terrier puppie
And man, is wants • lot today--Lest night (+angel' were made In
answering the name of "Ilooligar'
A lot of things, a house and lotThe uses' wage for laborers In
4th and Broadway
And wernan also wants some *Lift
patrolmen on the Third street and
or "Irish" to The Sun office, other$1
to
SO
Chili
50
$1
is
but
',day,
la4
To put within the house she's got;
Frank Elliott,
depot beats. Fiat'oilman .1. N. Moore
wise prosecution will follow.
Agent for original Allegretti
borer% are so waive 'dist they deShe never seems to have enough.
leas transferred to. the Third street
Floor Manag, r.
The Moral.-If you wane to flu
mend and get up to $3 ,,at present.'
'LOBT- 1airge itterling *Beer belt
Candies
droll) Vhe depot beet to'vs with IVA little WANT AD. trials% be well.
There
importing
_
Is talk of
•
hackle of row design, between Third
coolies. I
1.
•

._

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

IN THE COURTS

ladies' Readq-to-Wear
gepartment

HENS WILL LAY
If in Clood Condition

guclq, 9hil1ipg di `do.
Jpecial tffering4

Horses Will Pull

Yiti4 Week

Cows Will Pay

•••••

Hogs Will Fatten

Hart has the right remedies for
Hens, Horses, Cows and Hogs. It
makes them all do their level best
for U. Try it. It's cheap but good.

1 DEATHS OF-A DAY

6E0. O. HART & SONS CO
_

WANT ADS.

t

Dircct from Tampa

•1

The Wants of Women.

Havana Blossom
5c Cigars

GILBERT'S
Drug Store

DANCE

TONIGHT

•

PLOD MIL

"""•"1/1111
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SENATOR MARTIN GRAVES DEMAND
AS FLOOR LEADER IMPROVED ROADS

Q.

Dandelion

PERMANENTLY RELIEVES OONSTIPATION AND
SICK-HEAD.
Guaranteed Under Food and Drug Atl, Juse 30, 1906,
Serial No, S117.
A costive petson would not live many days if it
were not for the liver, because the blood would be poisoned within a few
hours, but the juiChosen by Minority to Probably Will lime Bonds ces of a healthy liver render harmless toe poisonous matter that is generated.
Succeed Blackburn
For the Work
Lack of exercise and steady brain work are the
chief causes of constipation. Fortunately this trouble.even after
it has reached a chronic
stage, can be overcome by using Dr. Edward's
Compound Dandelion TabNearly Every Democrat in the Upper Delegation Holds Conferen
ce With lets or Pills. They act mildly upon the mucous membrane of the intestines.
House Is Receptive Candidate
Tneir
action is certain and they never gripe. Being composed
Judge Lightfoot and NileCrackof purely
for Honor.
vegetable matter they do not produce any unnatural condition
en ()Beers.
of the bow
els. Get a box today(
BOTH TABLETS AND PILLS SOLDBY ALL DRUGGIS
TS. PRICE 26c
Trial package at W. B. McPherson, Druggist.
THE NOBEL PRIZE COMNIISSION. ONLY FIVE MILES
OF PIKES
Sales Agents 1. .01,--st 1). Co.. Wellsville, N. Y.
W. B. M'PHERSON, FOURTH AND BROADWAY.

May lie

2#///r1t.li Wi;
OUTfITTtRS
MEN'S AND BOYS
.3'
'
1 NY° BROADWAY
PADUCAH.

Eitablished 1868

Washington,
Jan. 30.—Senator
The crying need of better roads in
Martin, of Virginia, may succeed Sen- Graves county has received recogniator Blackburn, of Kentucky. as tion, and steps are to
be taken to
floor leader of the minority after the improve roa,ds in that
county at
4th of Meech next, when the term of once. Yesterday
a conference was
the latter expires. The questien of held by a delegatio
n from Mayfield
the caucus chairman:Alp is exciting with County Judge R.
T. Lightfoot,
no litre interest in Democratic 'ate County Attorney Alben
Barkley and
cies. There are half a dozen recep- Road Superviso
r Bert Johnson at
tive oandidsates---Senatore Brecon, of the court house,
And good road.
Georgia .Cu I bereon, of TeZee and were thoroughly distussed
. McCrackTillman. of South Carolina, among en county
roads, the best in western
them. In fact, nearly every Demo- Kentucky'
. are taken as a stianslard,
rat in the senate has been nieationed
and local officials were more than
for the position, but several senators glad to
give any information possiexpreseed the opinion today that the ble.
N'irginia senator would be about the
The Mayfield delegation was cornbeet leader the minority could decide
posel of County Judge Ed Crossland,
upon.
County Attorney J. S. Weaks, Sheriff
W. L. Brand, Road Supervisor T. C.
Nobel Prise, Trustees.
Pinson, Magistrate E. L. Garrett,
Washington, Jan. 30.—The Initial Captain Jim Lemon, of the Mayneld
meeting of the board Of trustees of Messenger
and
several others.
President Roosevelt's Nobel prize Graves county Is now out of debt and
foundation for industrial peace took may issue bonds for road improveplace today. Those present were Sec- ments, this seeming tot the favorretary Straus, °hie( Jute
ed method of road
provernente.
Secretary Wilson, Marvin' Hughitt There are but five miles
of graveled
and John Mitehel . Steps were taken roads in Graves, jute outside of
Mayfor the permanent organleation of field.
the board of truiPtees, and some disFirst—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
A special meeting or Graves fiscal
cussion was had as to the work to court has been called
for Saturday.
Second
—The button holes or stud holes match.
be
undertaken. *Another meeting
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
wilt be held in the near future. An BIG LINER
CUTS WHALE IN TWO
e
act of incorporation will be asked
and without injury.
from congress, the trustees
being Fine Mate Rill Spicer Rays It's TrueFourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
named as incorporators.
Messrs.
-Some ('an't Relieve Tab'.
the
"hump"
so often seen is missing.
Stnaus and Hughttt lunched with the
No
president this afternoon.
other
like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
New York Jan, 30.— Toe ship St.
sending
us
your
laundry.
Andrews, Phoenix Line from AntWHEN MAY SOLDIER SHOOT?
werp, came across the brine, arriving safely here today and docked at
Government Defending Man Prose- Hoboken
. N. J. First Mate Bill Spicuted by State..
cer, famed of old, these strange adPittsburg, Jan. 30.— Testimony ventures calmly tolds _
to show that William Crowley,' after
"On Wednesday morn at 4 o'clock
he had reed Out, "I'll give up; don't the liner reeled with sudden shock.
shoot, fellow," was shot by Private Distressed did our propeller fail when
John Down upon orders from Lieut. some one yelled: 'We've struck a
Ralph %V. Druft of the Ninth United whale.'
States infantry, was given at the
"'Stand by and launch toe boat'
trial of Dowd and Drury for murder I cried and when we had it overtoday. The case is regarded as the side we found the lookout's cry was
most important of its kind that has true, we'd Cut ft blooming whale in
been tried in a decade. The common- two. Of course that meant the whale
wealth Is prosecuting, white the gov- was dead and all we found was just
ernment is defending the soldiers. his head. A blooming ton tnat headSome seneatIonal testimony for the piece weighed. The shock bent our
prosecution suet by equally surpris- propeller blade.
ing hints as ta the line or defense to
"At 4 p. m. that very day, 'not
be followed, was brought put in the more than three ship lengths away,
cross-examlnation of witnesses. The we saw—it made us look and spout
410115001100101404100.811011860108011110 to destroy the lumbering interest of mg and letting the
old fields wash or particular question at issue
conoerns —a belly, bleeding water spout. A
the triune-, , but to preserve It. and rut
away almost beyond reclamation. the right
of a United States soldier thousand feet it was at base," said
ABOt. T FoRESTRY.
also to prevent the destruction of the
It is a manifestation of the spirit to
kill another man outside of fed- Spicer, with a solemn face, "and
reservoirs or great streams, especial- which
is sometimes called American eral property who
Is suspected
of where the cloud line met the spout
ly those having their sources in the
optimism, but Is often really Ameri- having committe
d a crime wit& gov- It seemed in width a mile—abont."
Southern Appalachians. The freest
can foolharalness, the spirit which ernment property.
It is hapel that Congressman Stomp
Bill Spicer told it without mirth.
service of the National Dtpartment
assumes that any liberties whatever
of Virginia was not thoroughly underSo take the yarn for what it's wortn.
of
Agricutt
eetriran
outgrowt
h
of
the
stood In some remarks attributed to
may be taken with nature, and that
Long Live the King!
him regaring lumbering. He is re- rebound in this eonntry from the somehow or other nature will not
The Charming Woman.
is the popular cry throughout Euroshorts,ghted and wasteful methods of
resent it.
ported as saying: pean countries; while in America, the is not necessarily one of perfect form
handling forests that have turned
But compulsory substitution of one
"I reckon I own my Land, and can vast tracts of timber
cry of the present day is "Long live and features. Many a plain woman
land into bar- kind of wood In
building operations Dr.
do as I please with it. Why should rens and have
King's New Discovery, King of who could never serve as an artist's
threatened the perma- for another
kind once plentiful, the
I let the timber on my land stand nent Men of
Theme and Lung
Remedies!" of model, possesses those rare qualities
supply of certain import- search
for other substitutes with
and decay just to please the forest ant wood.
vrhkh Mrs. Julia Ryder Patne, Truro that all the world admires; neatness,
The rebound has created stringent
.) developing in many direcservice? It is as good as it will ever a conviction
Maas.; says: "It neverifalls to give clear eyes, clean, smooth skin and that
that there is no more tionsehe
drying up of torment' abunget, and, besides, we need more clearImmediate iallet and to quickly cure rprightliness of step and action that
A lot of felics who think of faith dant springs, the
dwindling of mouned land. Farming land is growleg
a cough or cold." Mrs. Paine's opin- accompany good health. A physicalreason why a timber tract should be tain streams, and
the sudden and demore valuable every day. No, sir,
'My! but there must be something her that her lungs is 'normal.'
ion Is shame by a majority of the In- ly weak woman is never attractive,
permanently exhausted than that a vesting floods In rivers
Don't
once steadily
even if the forest service does tell us
habitants of this country. New Dis- not even to herself. Electric Bitters awful the matter wid the MISSUR," that sound turrible?"—Philadelphia
piece of land should not be main- flowing as sources
of mechanical
we had better let our timber stand,
covery cures weak lungs and sore restore weak women; give strong said the teambermaid; "consump- Press.
tained forever as of value in agricul- power and as the
mediums of comwe in the Southwest will continue
throats after all other remedies have nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety tion, mayeap."
ture. Opposition to seientific forest- merce have aroused the
practical Inour lumbei!ng tipsiness as we do now.
failed, and for coughs and colds it's skin, beautiful complexion. Guarau
"Why do ve say that?" demanded , People who are fond of music nsury, which means common-sense for- terest of thousand
s of men in all
There was never so much money to
the only Cure cure. Guaranteed by teed at all druggists. 50c.
the cook,
estry, on the ground that there never parts of the country who
ally draw the line at amateur conlive and
be made out of the lumbering busiall druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial
"I juste heard the doctor tellin' certs.
was so mach money to tw made out work not for the day atone,
but
who
ness as there is today, and I believe
APPROPRIATES $150,000
bottle free.
of the lumbering business, and that look to the distant future,
and as
there never will he more made out
more cleared iend is needed for farm provident ittn, would provide
against
of it than there is now That is the
operations, as akin to the policy, it. They know the lumberin
The Senate desert is half as :arge Illinois Legislature Backs Governor
SIG TvACTORIES
g operreasosif Ofty I am sawing wood."
In I. C. Fight.
once the normal in some parts of the ations may be conducted upon
se
the United !States.
a proThose remarks indicate an utter country, of cutting down
or burning fitable as well as an economic basis,
Springfield, Ill , Jan. 30.— Favorleek of comprehension of the alma of magnificent timber simply
Vinegary vleaged women
for the and that such conduct is absolutely
seldom
the forest service. Its purpose is not purpose of gaining
able action was taken by the senate
new land for farm necessary for the maintenance of the,speak houeyed words.
appropriations committee on bills
lumber business. They will regret,.
appropriating $50,000 for the
use
If It is true, that any member of eons
of the attorney general in prosecutgreets and especially any member
ing the Illinois Central tax ease and
THE REASON WHY
from the .part of the South included
$1,000,000 tot the use of the goveronly
the
purest,
freshest
drug.
in the plan for a great forest reserve.
nor for continuing the investigation
enter our preecrIptIons is, that
Is serious In his opposition to the
of the tax matter. Governor Deneen
with
our
large
and
growing
wise policy of the forest service --told the committee that the state exbusiness, we are able to turn
Exchange.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
amination in the matter, being made
over
our
stock
of medicines,
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
by experts, 'mid shown that the Illichenticaln and pharmaceutical
A Memorable Day.
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
nois Central to date was Indebted to
preparations a doyen times a
One of the days we remember with
the state more than $5,000.000.
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
Yesr, where a smaller drugpleasure, as well as with profit to our
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a
gist can
health, Is tee one on which we became
move his supplies
A Wonderful Happening.
Home Savings Bank to help you save. $1,0(1 will
only once or twice. In this
aequalnted with Dr. King's New Lite
Port Byron, N. Y., has witnessed
way
our
preserript
Pills,
painless
and
open you account with us. Start todny, We invite
purifiers tharcure
iona arc.
one of tho most remarkable oases of
fresh, potent end of dependheadache and biliousness, and keep
small *cocoas.
healing ever recorded
Amos V
able quality and are pure to
—
the bowels right. 25c. at all drag
King, of that Place awes: "Bucklen's
act es your physician expects.
stores.
Arnie" Salve lured a sore on.my leg
Extreme rare is given each
with whIch rhid suffered over RA
Expert Opinion.
prescription by competent regyears. I am now eighty-five." GuarDolle—Whet make* yen think tine
loitered denim, and our careful
anteed to cure all pores, by all drug
is such an awful eosin)?
checkiti$
system
insures
gists, Vie.
Modes.- Site told me all the thingp
against mistakes.
/!^g14/NOND maw r
I asked her R
BIgga—"I wonder if 1107 will pro&pew
—February Smart Set.
doe* as many scandals as the einem
MART,'ORE fiNt SHOES THANAVY orsts 1,016f NNE
year?
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Diggs--"More, I Imagine
For a quick breakfast tote Mrs
FHA sad Braidivn
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Austin's Macioce Sour.
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GREEN TAG SALE

TO LET

Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists.
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and Strong ValuF.h. Show
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American -German National Bank
227 Broadway

E promise a great deal and
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Bros. fine tailor-made but ready-
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There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.

An officer of our companydesigns
our styles and patterns—and does
nothing else.
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truer patterns and better fit.
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shape—s-o
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NO MAN LS STRONGER TBAN
If Latham telt any dinpaietittuent alas
HIS SlOMACti.
showed none. -Poor old thing!" she
•
Let the greatest athlete have dyspepsia
geld softly. "Try tertiff tere by late
and his muscles would soon fail. Physiand we won't bother atieut anything."
cal strength is derived from food. If a
man has insufficient food be loses strength.
She made a place for hell iieede
her,
If he ties uo food he dies. bsood is eonapt as he dropped iuto it s,ie took his
verted into [nitrite:in through the stomhand and patted it sympathetically.
ach arid bowels. It depends on the
strength of the stomach to what extent
The touch was soothing, and he bore
food teiten Is digested and lassimilated.
You get handaorne, vie I .
It patiently enough. After a moment
People cart die of starvation who have
s,
scnrs
v,
e alroru1a ike
A%alted
sla, lifted the hand with a little ex- Operates
abundant food to eat, when the stomach
'on_ South Seventh
and its associate organs of digestion and
clamation
reproof.
of
.
By
'CAT
HERI
NE
CECIL
THURSTON,
nutritiou du not perform their duty.
"iOtl degenerate person! You have
Street Early t Night
.
ii•rviet If n at all
.
persona
err
t ies l"
Thus the stomach Is really the vital orAuthor of "The Circle." Eq.
ceased to manicure. What has become
gen ot the body. If the stomach is"weale
HARRY ANDERSON, Pll ON E 915
the body will be weak also. because ii is
of my excellent training?"
upon the stomach the body relies for Its
Copyright. 1901, by Harper ts Brothers
Chileote laughed. -Run to seed," be
strength. Anil as the body, cooaidered as
said lightly. Then hie expression and Mrs. Rudolph Katie , ofSeventh
a whole, is made up of its several memii ad Ohio Streets, 'helm of
mama. tone changed 'When a man gets to
bers and organs, So the weakness of the
body as a consequence of tweak" stom............
my age," he added, "little social luxu...............
Bold Thief.
ach will be diatributesi among the orries don't seein worth while, The sogans which compose the body. If the
cial necessities are irksome enough.
body is weak because it is ill-nourished
CHAPTER
• that physical weakness will be found in
Personally I euvy the beggar in the
sharply
ed
as
the
dour
swung
back
ip
all the organs-heare liver, kidnel.s, etc.
EAVING his house, Chilcote answer to his knock.
street -exempt from slaaviug, exempt TAKES PURSE AND HER
The liver will, be torpid and in:leave,
RINGS.
walked forward quickly and
giving rise to biliousness, loss of appetite,
Tile servant drew back deferentially. from washing"weak nerv(e, feeble or *regular action of
aimlessly. With the sting of "Her ladyship has
Lillian raised her delicate eyebrows.
Now located at
almost finished
heart. palpitation, dizziness, headache,
the outer air the reecilleetiou of lufich, sir," he
The sentiment was beyond her percepsaid.
backache and kindred disturbance.and last
night's adventure catne back upon
• Ss
weaknesses.
For answer Chileote stepped through tiou.
,Darting out from a dark aalley
it
Mr Louis Pare. of Quebec. writes: 'For hint. Since'the hour of his waking it the doorway and
(To f be ObatInned.)
walked halfway
Otte rear of the Iverson & Wallace
years after myelealth began to fail, my head had hung about
with
vague per- across the ball.
grew dizzy, eyes pained me, and my stomach
pharmacy, C33 Wlashin von streeteee
We are ready for all hinds of,hauling.
was sore all the time. while everything I sistence, but now in the clear light of
"Ail right," he said. "But don't diswould eat would seem to lie heavy like lead day it
Some
negro
Coats
.ofRunn
v.:41071y seized Mrs. Rudolph
ing
a
Hotel.
seemed to stand out with a full- turb her on my account.
on lily stomach. The doctors claimed that
I'll wait In
It is stated,•on excellent authority, Kittenger, of Seventh
it MAO sympathetic trouble due to dyseepala, er peculiarity.
and
Oleo
the white room till she has Ie.:tithed."
and preScribed for me, and
l took
that the manager, of the Waidorf-As- streets, snaletting her purse and a
The thing was preposterous, never- And, without
their powders regularly yet although
1 felt no better.
taking
further
native
of
My wile advised me to try Dr. Pierce's Golden theless It was genuine. Ile was wearthe servant, he began to mount the toria must receive in cash over $10.- pair of toy!,6 leggings, and esealed.
Medical Discovery-and stop taking the
ing the overcoat he had worn the night
bar's medicine. atm bought me a bottle doe000 daily before he can look for a
Kiwinger was accompanied by
and
we soon found that I began to
so I before, and, acting on impulse, be thrust sta
Ia. maid an* little child. The three
lu
iribe room where he had chosen to cent of prodt.
kept up the treatment. I tookImprove
on flesh, my his baud Into the pocket
stomach locame normal, the digestive organs
and drew out wait a pleasant wood
During the fitst year of the exist-'rushed into. the drug store but tno
fire brightened
worked perfectly and I soon
to look the stranger's card.
like adifferent person. I can began
the dull Jaunary afternoon and sof- ence of St. Regis, John. Jacob eastor's late to mina a warning in
never cease to
time to
"Mr. John Loder!" He read_the name
be grateful for what your medicine has done
tened the thick white curtains, the gilt Fifth avenue
for me and I certainly give it highest praise.' over as he walked along,
hotel, no less than catch the wrsa snitcher.
anti it me- furniture and the venetian
Don't be wheetiesi by a penny-grabbing
vases
filled
sno.000 were spent for cut flowers .Mrs. Kittlinger was going seuth on
dealer into taking inferior subtituts for clutnically repeated itself in his brain, with white roses. Moving
II
straight alone.
Dr. Pierce's medicines, recommended to failing into measure with Ins steps.
Even this huge sum is out- Seventh street, shortly after a
.
.
forward.
Cialcote
paused by the grate
be "just as good."
Who was John Loder? What was he?
O'clock
done
-,
by
when
tne
florist
the
negro
bill
of
the
attacked
end
Hotel
stretched his hands to the blaze:
her
To gain knowledge of you: own bodyin sickness and health--send.for the Peo- The questions tantalised him till his then; with his usual iustabilit
y, he Astor, which, by reason of its count-- end then raft out Kentucky avenue.
ple's Common Sense Medical Adviser. A pace unconsciously increased.
The turned and passed to
The puree contained a valuable
a
couch
that less banqeets, expends about $80,book of 1008 pages. Send 21 one -cent thought that two men so absurdly
stood a yard or two away.
stamps for paper-covered, or 31 stamps alike
0110 annually for these flagrant but ring, 25 cents in money and a few
could
inhanit
the
same city and
for cloth-bound copy. Address Dr. R. V.
(hi the coach, tucked away between fragile decorations.
postnge Main pa. Detectives have a
remain unknown to etteh other faced
Homy wiring, electric ;lams installed.
Pierce,663 Main Street, Buffalo. N. Y
u novel and a crystal gazili ball, was
At the St. Regis some of the ex- description of the negro. him as I problem It tangled with his a'
white Persian eittee. fast asleep.
Complete diachine shop,
personal worries and aggravated them. Chileme
picked up the tall awl held it penditures for everyday articles of
There see.nied to be almost a danger in between
food
122-12
tax
the imagination and strain
4 N.Fourth St..
ARE X A QUANDARY.
his eyes and the fire, then he
Phonics 787
such an extraordinary likeness. He be- laughed
superciliously, tossed it back the credulity. For instance, the butgan to regret his impetuosity in thrust- into ite pkice
and caught the kitten's ter costs $57,000 a years-more than Witnesses Who Are to Give Evidence
ing his card upon tbe man. Then, tall.
The little animal stirred, stretch- the salary of the president
in Brownsville Comes. .
of the
again. how he had let himself go on ed itself and
began to pur. At the United States;
_
the egg bill is $12,the subject of Lexingtere How nar- same moment
the dour of the room
Sin Antatio, Tex., Jan. 29.—Forty
000; vegetables, $80,000; fruit,
rowly he had escapy. compromise! opened.
W. F'. Paxton,
e're
R. Rudy,
P Pu ryear
He terned hot and coil, at the recollecPresident.
Chileote turned around. "I particu- $42,000; poulery, $113,000; and live witaeeses who are famiLar wee
Cashier
Asio.stant Cashier.
tion of what he had said and what he larly said yen were uot
to be disturb- meats, $200,000. It should be borne ,eho Drowneelle raid of eliatel men
might have said. Then for the first ed," he began. "have I
merited dis- in mind that the St. Regis Is not Of • the negate regiment are in deubt
time he paused in his walk and looked pleasure?" He spoke
fast, with the the largest of the modem hotels In ae to what 'course to parsec.' They
abaut him.
uneasy tone that so often underran
New York, and hence its commissa- :have been summoned to appear beBone Palms, Itching. Scabby Ski. On leaving Grosvenor square he had his words.
DloelikaeAs
riat- department is by no means the fare the zmate- investigating cornturned
westward, moving rapidly till
Lady Astrupp took his hand with a
Permanently cured by taking FlOtanIC
Incorporated
most notable from a financial stand- mktee at ,Washingtm next Monday,
Blood Balm.. If you have aches and the Marble arch was reached. There. confiding gesture and smiled.
pains in bones, back and joints. Itching still
end
also
before
a enteral coarkanars
oblivious to his eurniundings. be
"Never displeasure." she said Linger- point,Scabby Skin. Blood feels hot or thin:
Capital
$100,000
Swollen Glands, Risings and Bumps on had crossed the roadway to the Etig- ingly, and again site smiled. The smile
George W. Boldt. manager of the Cal which is ta convene at departSurplus
r
the Skin. Mucus Patches in Mouth, Sore ware road, passing along
50,000
ment
might
have
to
headquaar
it
the
struck
ters, this city, on the
a close observer as Waldorf-Astoria, paid, in a single
Throat, Pimples, or offensive eruptions;
Stockholders liability
depositors.
100,000
Copper-Colorest Spots or Rash on Skin, labyrinth of shabby streets that lie be- faintly artificial. But what man in year, $150,000 to replace the broken eartie date. .Prartleally all of the weare run-down, or nervous; Ulcers on etle] Paddington. Now, as he glanced Chileote's frame of mind
has time to china, crockery, etc.. and it is
any part of the body, Hair or Eye- sbont him,
stated ceases giving teat-an-any before Milton
Total security lo
he saw with some surprise be observant where women are con$250,000
brows falling out, Carbuncles or Boils,
that,
on
comment
friend
a
ing
tne D. Purdy have been summoned to at,on
Take notaale Blood Balm, aroariustoe4 tio'ir far he bed come.
certed? Theenauner of the smile was
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
agar
to cure even the worst and most deepbefore
both
boards
of inqaulay.
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The damp remnants of the fog still very sweet and almost caressing, and magnitude of !this sum, he replied
small as well as large depositore and accord to 'all the same
seated cases. Heals all sores, stops
that he did not think that his emall swellings, makes
blood
pure hung about the housetopi in a filmy that sufficed.
courteous treatment.
and rich, completely changing the en- cell. There were no glimpses of green
"What have you been doing?" she ployes were so very, very careless,
Syrapathy of France.
tire body into a clean, healthy condito
break
the
monotony
asked
of tone. All
after a moment. "I thought I after all—Success.
tion. B. B. B. is the recognized blood
Paris, Jan, 30.— A speciaffiffi
remedy for these conditions.
Was quiet, dingy, negleeted. But to n-as quite forgotten."
She moved
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Caweer ('ored.
Paris, Jan. 30, President Pa!If you have a persistent Pimple, ahlicote the shabbiness was restful, across to the couch, picked up the kit•
WHY
subdned atmosphere a satisfaction. teu and kissed It. "Isn't this sweet?" should your baby suffer? When he is lies-es, Forelan Minister plchon and
Wart, 'Swellings, Shooting, Stinging
Pains., WO Blood Balm and they will :t4tiong these sad bowel, these passers- she added.
fretful and restless, don't experiment the municipal council
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 OCLOcia
of Paris have
disappear before they develop into Canon him and use any old thins your
each filled with his own concerns,
She looke4 very graceful as she turn- neighbor recommend. Puy a 'bottle of telegraphed eto Empetbr William
cer. Many apparently hopeless cases of
exC'ancer, Suppurating Swellings. Eating in experienced a sense of respite and ed. holding the little animal up.
White's Cream Vermithge, greatest pressing
She known
the sympathy of France in
Sorest or tumor cared by B. B. B.
, Third and Broadway
worm medicine and cure for all
'llotaale Blood Balm OB, B. B.) le -elfee In the fashionable streets that wee a woman of twenty-seven, but she children's diseases. It re mild in its the Saarbrueck disaeter,
and recallPleMatoweelmatilieielelbeelesledeaWie
4:etized a girl. The outline of her face action, builds up the System, makes
tested_for 30 years. Composed of Pure aaused in his walk to work out an idea was pure, the
babies req., Mrs. J. C. I/tee the gentsolts assistance given ate
pale gold of her hair thin, puny
— _
Botanic tngreetents.'Strengthens Weak
Tampa, Fla., writes: "My baby German meters at the
•
Instantly drew n crowd of !agnate almost ethereal, and her tall, slight Smith.
time or the
Kidneys and Weak Stomachs. cures
was thin and sickly, could not retain
_
Dyspepsia. Pleample mat tree by writ- :ire or contemptuous eyes. Here if a figure still suggested the supplenes
Courier
disitater.
food
Its
and
cried
night.
all
used
I
s,
ing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta. Ga. Sold man halted for
half an hour it was no- the possibility of future development, one bottle ef White's Cream Vermittige
by Druaglotalll pee large battle or seat
and in a few days baby was laughing
by express 'relined. sold la Padtseah body's business but his own.
that belong to youth. She wore a lace happy and well,"
The longer the pijnishment of Sip
laY.. by H. W. Walker
0., Wi. GilEnjoying this thought, he wandered colored gown that harmonized with
Sold by all druggists.
bert, hang Brea. and Alvey A List.,
Is
in eatcning up with the sinner the
4.0
close upon an hour, moving the room and with the delicacy of her
MI
harder it is going to fall when it
from one street to another with steps skin.
A Thrifty Fanner.
!hat were listless or rapid, as inclltue
"Now sit down and rest or walk
The spirit of thrift popularly sup- does.
!ion prompted, Then, still actiee with about die room. I shan't-meld which."
posed to pervade New England is
ragmnt aimlessness, he stopped in his She nestled into the couch and picked
amusingly illustrated in the observawanderings and entered a small eating up the crystal eall.
The
lotifee.
"What is the toy for?" Chilcote tion of a Connecticut farmer.
(Incorporated.)
Brocric.prart, in.
The place was low celled and dirt,. baked at her from the mantelpiece. good. man had been seriously ill In
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door
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one
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held for him. lied. On being asked in the autumn
.he tables with no expression of (lla- Her shallowness soothed him; her inzatalogue.
how he was feeling, he
replied:
ma and with far less eartive watch- nusequent egottem helped him to for"Pretty
fair now, thanks: anyway,
!ulness than he used in his own house. get himself. She never asked him
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fly a curious mental twist he felt bow he was, she never expected im- it don't make-'much difference. seeRIVER PACNEI COMPANY treater freedom, larger opportunities ;iosstbilities. She let him come and tro in' that the -farm's well fixed up. If
in drab surroundings such as these Ind act as he pleased. never demand- I'd a died in hayin
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halved ts 1kr4 sad Iestscky.
:ban in the broad banes and weighty :1g reasons. Like the kitten. she was time I calklate it'd been $50 damage
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•emensibillties of his own life. Chests- -harming and graceful and easily
to me." Then, after a pause, he ad:in a corner sent, he called for coffee; unused. It was possible that, also like
anti
'Merry Work a staeci•i*.
ded: "Come to think of it, that's too
Ind there. protected by shadow and the kitten, she could scratch and be
figure—
low
a
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would
better!"
be
wrapped in cigarette tunoae., he set spiteful on occasion, but that (11(1 not
Ilene imagining himself aome *vagrant weigh with Wm. Ile aometImes exCARRIE NATION
oreaied a vague envy of the late Lord
mit who hail slipped his moorings and
Certainly smashed a hole In the barAstrupp. but even had circumstances rooms
was blissfully adrift.
of Kansas, but Ballard's HoreD. A. Batle-y, Prop.
'The imagination was piensant while permitted it is doubtful whether he hound Syrup has smashed all records
METRO
POLIS. ILL
t lasted, but with him notleng was would have chosen to be his successor. sek cure for Coughs. Bronchitis, influenza and all Pulmonary diseases.
Leaves Patine:all For Tennessee River iertnanent. Of late the greater part Lillian as a friend was delightful. but
H-. Horton. Kansas, 'tritest- "I
if his tnifferings had been comprised Lillian as a wife would have been a have never found a eserielleine thnt Newest and best hotel in the cit."
Every Wednesday at
p. firt.
would cure a cough so quickly as Baln the irritelde fickleness of all his affereat comsideration.
lard's Horehound Syrup. I have used Rates $2.00, Two large setup'.
A. W. WRIGHT,
/.Master elms-the distaste for and Imposeibill"What is the toy for?" he naked It for years."
room'.
Bath rooms
Sold by an druggists.
Rlectri,
EUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk 1 of sustained effort In any direction.
liguts
Filw looked up slowly. "How cruel
The only centrally lovatr
This company is not responsible He had barely lighted n second (leerAll to Their Humor.
r.otel in the city.
for invoice charges unless collecte.1 ete when thr old restlessness fell af you. Jack: It is my very latest
nem him. lie stirred nervously In his tottby."
Everything in nature indulges in
by to clerk O. the boat.
Csamercial ?molests Sslicita•
seat, and the cigarette was scarcely
It was part of her attraction that ehe amusement. The lightning plays, the
burned out when he rose, paid his elm never without a (Tans Each
new wind whistles, the thunder roils, the
EVANSVIILE,
"'"WAslomfasialowillerbeemereimo,PADUCAH
AND email bill and left the shop.
me was as fleetinc as the last. hut to snow
flies, the waves leap and -the
Outside on the pavement lie halted, emit she brought the mane delightful
ly fields smile
Even the buds shoot
pulled out his Witternild saw that two ateneere entbuslaam, the
CAIRO LINE.
same pieta/kand tile rivers run.—Exchange.
hours stretched in front before any nelt* devotion. Each was
(Incorporated)
n pose, but
imeibletteete claimed his attention. He the [metal so sweetly that
nobody lost
wondered vaguely where he might go antience.
TRH JOY
Et ante Me and Paducah Packet&
Of living is to have good health. Use
to, what he might do, In those two
"Yeu mustn't laugh:" she protested, Herhine
and you will hare buehels of
hours. In the last few minutes a dis- eating the kitten slip
to the ground. joy. Toil need not he blue, fretful ant.
have that bad taste in your mouth.
taste for solitude hail risen In his Tre hid lessons at 5
guineas each Try a bottle of lierbine. a positive Cure
mind, giving the close street a loneli- 'rim the most fascinating
person-a for- all liver complaints. E. Harrell.
ness that had escaped him before.
:vrofessionala and I'm becoming quite Austin, Tex., writes: "I have used
Herbtne for ever u year, and ittet it
As he stood wavering a cab passed an adept. Of course I
haven't been fins rogulater. I gladly recommend it
(Daily Except Sundae.)
slowly down the 'street. The sight of much beyond the
Copy for our next directory
a fine medicine ter Dyspepeia."
as
milky
appearance
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S. a well dressed man rouged
Sold by .11
the cab- yet, but the milky apPearanee is everywi4 go to press January 30.
Hopkins, leave Paductb for Evans- Uinta
Flicking his whip, lie linseed thing, you know. The rest
will (vane.
Clilleote close, feigning to pull up.
ville and way landings at II a. m.
William
Arlingto
Smith
I sin trying to persuade Blanche to let
n.Mass ,
of
All changes and additions
The cab suggested civilization. ChB- me have a pax Ilion at
Special excursion rate now In efher party in Is considered the oldest newspaper
should
he received before this
Cole's
mind
veered ouddettly, and be March and gase for all you dull
fect from Paducah to EvansVIlle arta
politi- writer in the world. He I. at present
raised his baud. The vehicle stopped, cal people." And he smiled.
return, $1.00
date. Our directory is the
98, and conanue449 employ his pen.
Elegant music on the
and Ile climbed In.
ebileote smiled as well. "Ilow Is It
boat. Tabi unsurpassed.
He was the veteran
among
the
"Where, sirs" The cabman peered (lone?" be asked, momentar
Recogni
zed city directory of
ily amused.
down through the roof door.
"Oh, the doing Is quite delicious. You newspaper men at time World's Press
the
well-todo. You are soSTEAMER DICK FOWLER
Parliament held in St. Lott* In 1905
Chileote milted his head. "Oh, any- aft at a table with the ball in
front of
there near Pall Mail." he said. Then, you. Then you take the
'Malty
and
eommerci
ally lost if
subject's
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and dere as the horse started forward, he put hands, spread them
ALL TRIM WeraLLO
out oh the table
your
name
does
nut appear.
landinge at Si a. m. shame. daily, ex- up his hand and shook the trapdoor. and stroke them very soffly while yeti Te • stage and nalineas snow Lint
ment plays s most prominent part. It
cept. Sunday. Special excurelon rates "Walt!" be called. "I've changed my gaze tato the crystal. That gets tet has no superb* for Rheumatism, stiff
cute. eprO111‘, anti all pains. 13tiv
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo meld. Drive to eadogau gardens, NO. the sympathy, you know" She looked Joints.
It. try it and you win alWityll
it.
up innocently. "Shall I show your
Anybody who has used Ballard'. Snow
and return, with or twat:tout meals 33."
' The distance to Cadogan Gardens
Chlleote moved a Amen table emitter Liniment hi a proof of *hat it does
and tOoni. 'Good music and table untie. ISo sad Mee
was covered quickly. ettfleote hell to the vouch and spread ht* hands npon Buy a trial bottle..
Mad by en drogitlete.
'tunneled .
' AVA
• ;
f to
tr. i,
- ,,,
hardly realized that hie fleidination It, palms dotruward. "Like this, ela?"
' Far farther Information sppl to
•
rea.abea when the cab pulled up. lie timid:. Then a ritilettkentrieto seised
I6,
Any bright %ming man these days
01
• .
S. A. Fowler Geneva' Pees. Agent., Or Juippittg out, he petit the fare and him, and he moved away. "Monte
other
Given Ye- .er, City Pan. Agent, at walked (wally to the bail door of No day," he maid quickly. "You can slio* can convert braes ittto gold
MO SOWS ,CIIIRY day. .I'm not very fit
Foleter-CraMbangh & Co's. office. 33,
Incorporated
Nobting half so finesta Mrs. Aus"4 Lady Astrupp at home?" he ask- 04# §nraell.1* _
Both phone" No. 211.
tin's Parteake flour.
tioeers.
•
-

PURSE SNATCHER
GETS BUSY AGAIN

E

Masquerader

I

.. .The But Carriage
Service in Paducah

.

CITY TRANSFER CO
Glauber's Steible.
TELEPHONE 499

Foreman Bros
.
Nov
Aty
Co..•
_ _Ine,rp.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK

.1

10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE

DRAUGHON'S
gaitine44re

ON ALL GAS STOVES

Oak Dale Hotel

After Present Stock is Sold

•

4

ilenry Mailmen, Jr

ALL STOVES IN STOCK
Will be sold at 1906 prices until
March 1st
1 .

NEW STATE 110TEI

BUY NOW

STEINER CLYDE

1

THE

Paducah Light

4 Power Co.

.....,....

New Directory

The Best is None Too Good

Early Times
And

,

J a cli Beam
Bottled in Bond

IS EIGHT SUMMERS OLD'

EAST TENNESSEE
TELEPHONE CO.

the Governnieht
Stamp.

4

•

•':*- • •

iiprirr-
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Puny Children

‘IVST PAY TAX.
Adopted Daughter of Senator Sherman In Fifth CUSS.

RED MEN

WEDNE,DAT, JANUARY 30.

NO RELIEF

Stands Like a Stone Wall

Washington, Jan. 30.- The United TAKE WAR PATH UNTIL LAST
FUEL FAMINE SITUATION IN THE
States supreme court today denied
IN MARCH.
AoRTHWEST.
the petition for a writ of review in
Rivet. Stages.
the case of Mary Sherman McCalCairo
49.6 0.4 fall
lum, adopted daughter of the late
Chattanooga
5.2 0.1 fail
The Big Membership Contest Waxing Commerce Commission Urges
Senator John Sherman against
Rail- Cincinnati
the
37.0 5.8 fall
Hot and Al Foreman Is Moved
road and Receives Reply It is
collector of internal revenue for the
Evansville
43-5
1.3 fell
to Poetry.
District of Columbia. ynvolving the
Doing All It Can.
Florence
4.0 0.1 feel
rate of taxation assessed against a
Johnaonvf14
13..6 0.07fail
part of the sum Inherited by
Louisville
her
13,1
tan
from the senator. Under the InheriCuster's last stand was not a more
Wash.ngton, Jan. 30.-A telegram Mt. Carmel
23.
0.5 fall
tance tax provision of the war reve- severe
battle than is being waged be- received by
.8 1.1 fall
the interstate com- Nashell,:e
nue law of 1898, a tax was tevled on tween
the divided tribe of Red Men merce commission born New Rock- Pittsburg
3.8 0.0 st'd
$90,000 in cash thus received by for
new
mennlegre._ "Householder's ford, N. D.. says the fuse situation Nees Island
Mrs. McCallum, which placed her in Howli
ng Heroes" and "Buck's Bon- there is so desperate that people cell} St. Louis
11.0 .0.0 fall
_ the fifth class of hers, or "Thos
Mt. Ve,giln
Buy your new fence for years to come. Get the
e nie Braves," are the official titles of burn railroad property in lees
47.2 0.8 fait
big, heavy wires, the
than
Rapid growth, overstudy, insuf- who are strangers to the blood,
hinge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly
"who the two sides, Messrs. C. B. House- 48 hours for feel.
PadstS
ah
proportioned quality of steel
45.3
0.3 fall
The dispatch
that is not too hard nor too soft.
ficient nourishment. convalescence were required to pay toe
highest tax. holder and W. E. Buck being the says:
We can show you this fence in our stock anti
after children's diseases, and run- The. tax was paid under protest
,es
explain its merits and
, and chiefs of the two aivisions. The consuperiority, not only in the roll but
"The railroad is not makingeicany
in the field. Come and see us and get
Slowly the river Is falling here
down conditions makes children tain Mrs. McCallum, who conten
our prices.
ded that test will close the last Friday's effort to relieve us.
We heve,1164 no the gauge this morning registering
and delicate and stops development. under the terms of her adopti
a
on she "sleep" in March, and at the first freight this year an duo
real) for 12 fall of .3 for the last 24 hours.
Because Vinol contains all the bore the same relationsnip to
The
Sena- "sleep" in April an unequalled ban- days."
stage is 45.3. The wharfboat is wellmedicinal, bone, tissue and body-build tor Sherman as his own daught
er.
quet will be served to the victorious
Tthe commission repeated -the dis- loaded
with freight, much of which
nag elements of cod liver oil actualside with the other side as the wait- patch to
Preeithent Eateett, of the is being held for those
ly taken from fresh cod's livers, the POLHIEMA
packets that
N ASLEEP; IS ROBBED. ers and to foot the bills.
Northern Pacific 'Eel broad company, stoppe
d on account of the hign wauseless oil eliminated and peptonate
Mr. Householder chief of "House- and asked him if something could ter.
of iron tidied, it quickly restores ro- Officer at
Hammond, Ind., Is Then holder's Howling Heroes" has issued not be done to relieve the
siteation.
Conditions for the resumption of
bust health and children love it.
Beaten Nearly to Death.
a card on which are four verses of
The commission received today a operat
ions by the Lee line probably
We refund money to those who
Inspiring poetry from the pen of one message from Ellilott declaring the
will not be realized until next week.
buy Vinol and receive no benefits.
Hammond, Ind., Jan. 30.--Whiae of his braves, Councilman
as exerting ail of its en- The Dick Fowle
Al Fore- company
W. B. McPnerson, Druggist.
r will not be able
asleep in a West Hammond
resort man. The poem calls the braves to ergy to get relief to sections needing to get
under the bridge safely at CaiNOTE-While we are sole agents Policeman Sohn
Kuleyk, of the vil- battle in stirring sentiments and help, but that the snow and storms
ro until the river there gets down to
far Vinol in Paducah it is now for lage force, was
set upon by thieves shows that Mr. Freeman can cause have been so great that terms
have 48 feet. With the two Lee liners
sale at the leading drug store in and robbed. His star
and
and elub were the same Intel:we activity with his,been stuck and snow plows damag
ed the Dick Fowler back in their trades
nearly every town and city in the taken among other
,
things., Kulry pen, that he could with a highly la trying to get through the heavy
I
business will be much better at the
country. Look for the Vinol agency was paerolling the
viitage while tits charged wire. The cards are mailed drifts.
wharf.
in your town.
brother officers were attending the to every membe
"It is simple a question of whether
r of the Howling HeCaptain John Armstrong left Sat-annual heti of the police department. roes.
man, or she elements will prevail"
urday for Pittsburg to purchase. anHad no dreams been iota the world When he discovered
this less he began
says Eleiott.
Tne poem follows:
other towboat for the Holcomb
e-oult1 never had advanced from its firing his revolver
-Hays
FOR 21,000.
at the innaatee, and To you dear Chief and brother
ords of, John P. Walker today began
Tie
company. That will add another
starting paint.
one was hit in the neck by a but:et
I issue this command,
their work looking for the allege
Trains Are Stalled.
towbo
at
to
d
the
local harbor and is Alienist Who Made
but not seriously hurt. The officer Prepare
Examination of shortage of $60,00
your sharpest scalping knife,
Minnelaix*is, Jun. :Ie.- The snow one of a number added
0. Walker until
in the last
was then pounded into insensibility.
Harry Thaw.
There Is trouble in this land.
Saturday was city and county treasblockade and fuel famine in
the few months.
Ile is now in a critical eoadition at
urer. The county commissioners annorth,weet continues and relief seems
The Henrietta left for the Tennesis home. No arretea brave been With
New York, Jan. 29.-Snit has been nounced
the pale face growing bolder,
today that no statement of
as remote HS ever.
see' river last night after a tow
h
made.
of begun by Dr. Charles L. Dana, one
In every walk and station;
of the shortage would be made until the
During the past 24 hours another ties.
the
alienists called into the Thaw examination
The time has come, and we must act, snow storm ttiaa swept
has been completed,
After unloading lumber all day
Almost everybody knows that liNorth Dakota
case when the defense was in the which
The "Unwritten Law."
And scalp tnis pale face nation.
will be in three or four days.
and Miii nesota.
cense should be paid in January; yet
yester
day at Joppa, the City of Mem- hands
Baton Rouge, La., Jan. 30.- After
of W. M. K. Olcott, agains It is understood
Prom all points along the Soo. phis returned to the
t
that the county
some people see-m to forget it. This three 'twine
city this morn- Harry Thaw and his
s in prison, attended by Half the Tribe is on my
mother for $1,- commissioners will take no
side,
Great Northern and Northern Pacific ing and will leave this
Is intended as a friendly reminder his
steps to
evening at 6 000 for professional
wife who has remained by him
services, which prosecute Walker in case
All warriors brave anti true,
railroads comes information about o'clock for the Tennes
his books
FR YOUR GOOD.
see river.
throughout, Congressman-elect Geo. I've chosen
he
says
he
has
been
unable to col- show a shortage, as ne is a
you, most noble guide, stalled trains and deserted engines
The Joe Wheeler made a trip
Ten per cent must be added to all K. Favrot
cripplee
lect. His lawyers, who say the
, who shot and killed his
We'll win this contest too.
ser-s
and snow plows. Hundreds, of cars of down to Joppa
license after February 1st. Naturally old colleg
yester
day
and got vices consisted of consultation
e friend, and family physias an
cord and groceries, a14 started west- three car loads of
Black Bands Terrorize City
this is not a pleasant obligation to cian,
freight, After coal- expert for the defens
,
Dr. R. H. Aldrich, November 7, And when
e and an examithe battle's over.
ward during the past few days in the ing here this
Tiflis, Jan, 30.-This city is being
settle. It is also an unpleasant duty becaus
morni
ng,
the
Wheeler nation of Thaw in the Tombs
e the latter hid made a disWith
our fifty scalps at least,
, will terrorized by membe
wake of rotaries may not now mash left this afternoon
for the treasurer to collect it. There- paragi
rs of the Beads
for Chattanooga. move to have
ng remark about the wife of We will eat .ou
the case called at an Hundreds,
r corn and venison,
their destination for days or weeks. It probably is the
fore endeavor to avoid it by
who are levying tribute
your the congressman, will go
longest run any early date. Thaw'
to
s
trial
presen
for
While
t
the "Bucks- pay for the
lawyers upon al* persons ownin
prompt attestion.
steamboat making Paducah has.
g
property.
his life here in the next few days.
contest the claim.
feast.
Yesterday they abducted a son of
Every busine*, occupation, agency He
The H. W. Buttorff arrived
a
will plead the "unwritten law."
this
millionaire named Armenian's and
and profession is liable for a license.
morning from Clarksville and
left PROBE FOR
$00.000 SHORTAGE are holding the young
EIGHTY KILLED.
Kindly call at the city treasurer's
Immediately for Nashville.
men for a
Had Impulse; Went.
heavy ,ransom. They also have muroffice at yonr earliest convenience
The
Kit
Carson
finally got away Experts Begin
Bloomington, Ill., Jan. 30.-Mayor
Work on Treasurer's1 dered many
Terrible Result of Explosion In the
that you may save this penalty, and Ericks
for Memphis last night. Tne Joe
others.
on, who disappeared Saturday,
Books at Evansville, Ind.
Stuart
Fowle
• greatly oblige,
Mine.
r
came
in
yester
day from Evreturned today, having been to New
ansville on time and left at noon
Yours respectfully,
Catron at Somerset.
York. He says:
jor
Evansville, Ind., Jan. 30.-e-Behin
Charlesben, W. Va., Jan. 30.-It is
d
the
Washington, Jan. 30.-The presisame pont.
JOHN J. DORIAN,
"I had an limpulse to go some
closed
doors
in tae private office Of dent
believed early this marling the numCaptain Young Taylor succee
sent So the senate today the
City Treasurer.
place, and I went."
ded the county treastirer the
experts re- nomination of William
ber killed In the Stuart mine is at
in getting the
boats and
M. Oatron to
barges cenry appointed to examt
ne the rec- be postmaster at Somers
least eighty. There Is no (-hence that
cleared away from in front of
et, Ky.
the
any of those in the mine at the time
dry docks, this morning after
much
of the expiosion will be taken out
dilly-dallying on the
part of obalive for it is thought the terrific
structing boats, and the Lyda
was let
force of the explosion snuffed . out
into the river. 'roe Lyda
is in first
their lives instantly. It win, not be
class trim.
Possible for rescuers to reach the
The Mary Mit heel' left this morn04::.cececeo.t><><><>0c.0‹..
.0-000.0-0000.00.0 bottom of the strait within 48 home-.
ing for a tow of logs in the Itatch
e
The disaster Is perhaps; the worst, in
ri'ter below Memphis for the
Fergunumber killed, in the history of this
son & Ptaimer miles. It
is the first
state. Most of the nien were Amen trip of the Mary Michael since
the incons and many were married and had
spection.
large familee Tirane were a dozen or
The Birmingham, whist has
been
more colored men and fifteen or more Miss Marie Drofnalt, leading lady sowing logs from
the Hatchite river.
aliens. Reeetie, work was commenced
with (huts. B. Hanford, at The left yesterday for
the Tennessee Aver
immediately, hilt foul air forced susKentucky tonight.
after a tow of ties,
pension for the time.
Official Forecasts.
BRET HAUTE'S CHILD A PAUPER
The Ohio at Evansville
WE(WEER EVF:la GARMENT IN THE LINE
and Mt.
AT EXACTLY THE
Vernon -will fall very rapidl
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
WHIOLESAVE
y during
Palmer-L. W. Voortriei, Cincin- Daughter Is Resident of Poorhouse the next several days. At4aducah
Portla
at
and Cairo will continue
nd, Me.
nati; J. 11: Kevil, atayfield; R. L.
falling, the
rate of fall becoming rapid
Thornton, St. Louis; A. L. Wagner.
by FriPortla
nd,
Me.,
Jan. 30.- Mrs. day.
New York; G. M. Martin, Metnph4s;
Jessie Steele, a daughter of Bret
IN THE SALE ARE DRUNINIERS' SAMPLES AND
The Tennessee from Floren
LITTLE ODD W. C. Waggoner, Princeton; A.
ce to
Blaes, Louisville; W. R. Ivy, St. Halle is an inmate of Port and's the month, will continue falling
OF' GARMENTS THAT THE MANUFACTURER
.
HAS
CLOSED
The Mississippi from
Louise G. W. Larrdram, Sion-Wend; poorhouse. She was taken there four
OUT TO Ili AT A LOW PRICE, ENABLING
below
St.
US TO OFFER EVERY
days
age
and
the
city overseers are Louis to Cairo, will fall
C. H. Bra,dley, Murray; Joe Itoithsrapidly.
GARWITNT AT %V II( tLESALE Mr RM.
endeav
oring to get into communicaThe Wabash from Terre
chit& Louisville; D. C. Roberts, MarHaute to
IN THE MALE WILL BE FOUND BIG LOTS 0E
ion; A. D. Knox, N,asheille; R. L. Ce- tion with ner husband, Luther Luth- the mouth, will fall rapidly.
Heavy
er
LADIES' GOWNS, 4 le TO $3.00.
Steele, to ascertain who is to be floating ice will
cil, Louisville; E. C. Pyle, Baltimore;
continue in the Missrespottsibie for her maintenante. She isaippl river
LADIES' LONG SKIRTS 38e TO $10.
I. 13. Friedman, Eramerilie.
back ef Cairo during the
next several days.
Belvedere--W. B. Kennedy, Hop- is believed mentally unbalanced.
LADIES' SlatlitT-AKIRTS 22..e TO $1.73.
In a comfortable, steam-heated,
kinsville; W. C. Keaton, Bloomfield,
LADIES' CORNET (X)VERS 13. TO
$2.00.
Me.; David Bowen, Memphis; J. Cool sunny room Mrs. Steele practically
The less real value and merit there
LADIES' DR.AWERS 22e TO $1.50.
ey. Mayfield; Oar, Uniharger, Muncie, sunny room Mrs. Stee:e spends prac- is in a theory
the longer the world
LADIES' CHEMISES 23e TO $1.30.
Ind ; J. F. Mingea, Chicago: A. J. tically all the time, writing on paper teal cling
to
it.
INFANTS' LONG DRESSES Ine TO 304e.
Ransom, Buffalo; Leon .1,ackeon, Al- pads. She says she is writing a play
and that site intends to earn money
bany. Ga
CHILDREN'S G4)WNS.42e TO $1.00.
enongh to go on the stage.
New
Richm
ond-B
en Summers,
OF' COURSE THERETh4 EVERY IMAG
INABLE PRICE
She says she thinks her husband
BE- Junesbone A rk.; George Oatlett,
TWEEN THESE EXTREMES.
Princeton; Sobert Lane, St. Louis; Is in the west, but doesn't know
BOTH PHONES 348.
THERE IS EVERY STYLE OF' GARMENT.
where. He had been contributing $15
tOU COULD EXPECT A. F. Persay, C4akessto; W. A. Petterper
week toward her support, but
TO FIND ANY ‘141E1RE IN AMERICA, THER
E ARE PLAIN GAR- son, Hyman; J. R. Travis, Grand
ID Vera
W. C. Robertson, Hamlet,- was Insufficient to meet her wants,
MENTS ANIS TRIMMED GARMENTS..
burg; J. H. Coleman. Perryville; I.. and that he finally stopped. She reP. Farmer, let Center; J. C. Barnett, cently advertised readings from her
INCOPPORATI10
father's works, but her patronage
Ledbetter; F. L. Battey, Hymen.
Offer the New York Casino Musical
was very limited.

Turns Canis, ljarsas, Hogs-Is Practically Indestructible

riuumrs suaci.

NEED VI
L
it builds them up,NO
makes

AMERICAN FENCE

them strong and robust

BUY THE BEST

F. H. Jones

Co.

Agents for Paducah, Ky.

Also Full Line of Hardware
Corner Second and Kentucky Avenue,
Phone 328.

srEs

SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT

RACKET STORE

More Than Three Thousand Garments in
the Drummers' Sample line of Muslin
Underyvedr.

What is It?

rim

CbeKentucky

Tuesday Night, Feb. 5
SAM S. AND LEE SHUBERT

Best Yet.

WE HAVE MADE AN EXTRA EFF'ORT THIS
TIME AND HAVE
PROCURED THE BEST LoT 010 GOODS
EOR THIS SALE THAT WE
HAVE EVER OFFERED.

Great Opportunity.
WITH ALL GOODS ADVANCED AND STILL
GOING HIGHER THItt
AN
OPPORTUNITY
Is
THATSH011,11 APPEAL. TO EVERY WOMAN IN PAINITCAH.
WE 14E11.11IVE IT TO IW THE BEST ()VEE
RING WE HAVE EVER
MADE IN .‘1,1, oUR YE.Ilts OF' sTOREKEEPING
WHEN WI': CONSIDER THE TENDENCY TOWARD HIGHER PRICK
S IN ALL LINKS
OP 611411)5.

PURCELL & THOMPSON
407 Broadway. Paducah, Ky.

BOA'S DROWNED WHILE SKATING

Comedy Success;

l'raying; Killed by Train.
Jecknon. Mieh„, Jan. '30 - Knee,
Two Break Through Ice at Evanslag on the track with her ,hantle tip
lud.-liedies Recovered.
raised in prayer, Miss
Harriet S
IlvansvIlle, Ind., Jan. 30.-- Milton
Bartlett, 35 years of age, was killed Direct from its
all summer run at
Willette, aged 14, and Olp Hopkins,
this aftennoon by a Michigan Central
the New York Casino, with its
aged 18, while skating on thin *e
Passenger train half a mHie wont of
big cast and production.
near here today, were crowned. Their
14bia city.
Wm* Bartlett's marriage
bodies were recovered. They were the
had been postponed several, times
eons of wealthy farmers.
owing to her poor hotalth end it is
With thought her trosibles unbaleneed tee
"Hiram, whet profession de you
mind.
think our John ought to follow?" "I
dunno," replied Farmer Kornkob.
Of Ross G Fonton.
Fatal Aceident in Extract Plant.
"John It rather handicapped. The
Songs that are catchy,.songs that
Knoxville, Tenn., Jan.
fatal
only profession he thinks he is naturare tuneful, songs that are a
secident occurred at
plant of Mite
ally adapted to is that of a capitalist,
Harriman Extract nomeerty this after- novelty, songs that start your feet
and I can't as, where the money's
noon at Harrire.re, 50 miles north of pattering.
eomin' from."-W.Iwatikee Sentinel.
PRICES
here, A Mouthing tank which veal
Entire orchestra_........II et)
being moved, folitt ,k441ing Wiley DelBalcony.
Kind words are butter on the bread
WC, 750, $1
few and eterieus:fi if not fatally inGallery
of life.
21c,
juring- Cbsrles °Ivor.
Seats out Dale MarldaY 9m.
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Five Hundred Fancy Worsted, Cassimere and
Cheviot Suits, Formerly $15, $18. $20, $22.50
and $25. in this Sale for - • $5.98
This IS the first day of the Special Suit
Sale in connection
with our regular Clearance sale, and
we are offering some
unapproachable bargains for $.5 98.
500 fancy Worsted,
Caseimere and Cheviot Suits that former
ly sold for from
$15 to $25, single and double breast
ed, this year's- styles,
will be sold at 55,98, because the mild
weather has left us
with larger stocks than usual and
we want to get our
money out of them. Spring goods
are coming in, too, and
We need the space they are occupy
ing.

traparalelled reductions In all depart
ments, make a
visit to our store-well Worth your
whtle.
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